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Foreword

Asia is home to 850 million young people in the age range of 10-24 years. Although living in very diverse 
realities they all share similar challenges in the form of lack of information and meaningful participation 
in accessing services for their health and well-being.

Every country has specific laws that regulate access to SRH services for different age groups in different 
contexts. However, research on young people to date, covers their lived experience more often in the 
context of social, cultural and economic influences on their well-being. The influence of existing laws, it’s 
absence and the gaps in its implementation have very rarely been explored.

In the recent past there have been a few seminal works relating to the study of country laws in the Asia 
– Pacific Region, the understanding of the law by young people and service providers and the law’s 
everyday implementation. This includes the ‘Overprotected and Underserved’ series conducted in El 
Salvador, Senegal and the UK by IPPF in 2014.

These knowledge products detail existing legal principles and provisions. Pertinently, the mixed methods 
(reviews, quantitative and qualitative research) used in the studies above provide hitherto unexplored 
insights into the interplay between academic, legal, social and cultural beliefs and practices that together 
encourage or impede a young person’s access to sexual and reproductive health services.

In line with these series in Europe, Africa and parts of the Asia Pacific, the International Planned Parenthood 
Federation – South Asia Regional Office (IPPF SARO) in partnership with UNFPA – Asia Pacific Regional 
Office (UNFPA APRO) embarked on creating an evidence base for countries in South Asia Region. IPPF 
SARO undertook these studies in India and Sri Lanka in 2015/2016 and in Nepal in 2016/2017.

Informed by the methodologies used previously, this report includes an introduction to current academic 
discourse on laws that regulate SRH service provision and the diverse lived experiences of young people 
and service providers. Young people living in rural and urban spaces, young adolescents from in-school 
and out-of-school settings, members from young key populations, young people living in post-conflict 
settings and service providers practicing in government and Member Association run service delivery 
points were interviewed and surveyed. Uniquely their knowledge, attitudes and practice on consent to 
medical treatment; privacy, confidentiality and reporting; age of sexual consent; criminalisation of same 
sex activity and gender based violence have been explored.

Overview of specific legal provisions pertaining to these thematic areas are provided below.

 y In Nepal, law and policy concerning young people’s access to sexual and reproductive health in is 
relatively permissive. It contains number of provisions which actually contradict with adolescent’s 
independent access to contraceptives and other services without parental consent.

 y National laws do not establish clear differences between the age of sexual consent, the age of 
marriage, and the age of consent to medical treatment, including consent to access SRH services. 
Due to lack of official guidance, the health service providers interpret the provisions according to 
their will which hugely impedes a young person’s access to SRH services.

 y Young people in Nepal are not confident and lack clarity regarding doctor-client confidentiality as 
their right whilst seeking a service. More worrisome is the fact that the country does not have a legal 
precedent for the same.
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 y Access to Comprehensive Sexuality Education has been an achievement in Nepal; through legal 
and policy provisions Comprehensive Sexuality Education has been made a part of the National 
Education System. 

 y In Nepal, abortion is relatively permissive in comparison to other countries in the region, nevertheless 
significant legal restrictions on access to abortion remain, and most women and girls in the country 
continue to rely on unsafe and unregulated methods of abortion.

The IPPF - UNFPA partnership in the South Asia Region aims to ensure continued investment by all 
stakeholders to better understand, train and implement services and programming for young people. 
Knowledge products such as the ‘Overprotected and Underserved’ series provide information that can be 
used to improve the versatility of a broad range of services such as Comprehensive Sexuality Education, 
Child Protection, Values Clarification and Attitude Transformation and Behaviour Change Communication. 
It provides a strong and current evidence base for advocacy and accountable collaboration among 
networks, organisations and individuals working with young people in the region.

Importantly, we are confident that these initiatives provide voice to young people and their collective 
wisdom in ensuring that they experience happy, healthy, safe and fulfilling sexual and reproductive health 
and wellbeing.

Varun Kumar Anand 
Regional Director (Acting) 

IPPF South Asia Region
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This report presents findings of a study exploring the influence of law on young people’s access to sexual 
and reproductive health in Nepal. Whilst there is a wealth of global research on the social, cultural and 
economic dimensions of sexual and reproductive health, much less is known about the influence of 
law on access to rights and services. This is despite the fact that every state around the world, without 
exception, has developed legislation that is in some manner designed to regulate, enable, restrict and 
control sexual and reproductive health, for different groups of people, and in different situations and 
circumstances. 

In recent years there has been a growing interest amongst advocates for sexual and reproductive rights 
in exploring the interplay between legal frameworks and access to protections and services. This research 
project contributes to efforts to build evidence and knowledge in this area, to guide future advocacy 
and programming work, with the ultimate aim of promoting and protecting young people’s sexual and 
reproductive rights.

The research was funded by UNFPA - APRO and commissioned by the International Planned Parenthood 
Federation in South Asia (IPPF SARO). The research was designed and implemented by Coram 
International at Coram Children’s Legal Centre, with field work collection and support by the Family 
Planning Association of Nepal (FPAN). Field work for the study took place in November and December 
2016 and report completed in 2017.

1. Introduction
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1  orld ealth rganisation  e ning exual ealth  retrieved on  epte er  fro  http www who int reproductivehealth
topics sexual health sh de nitions en

  orld ealth rganisation  eproductive ealth  retrieved on  epte er  fro  http www who int topics reproductive health
en  

   or ore detail on the range of sexual and reproductive rights  see the International Planned Parenthood’s harter uidelines on exual 
and eproductive ights’  availa le at  http www ippf org sites default les ippf charter on sexual and reproductive rights guidlines
pdf  

2. Definition of key terms and concepts

For the purposes of this study a young person is defined as anyone between the ages of 10 and 24 years 
inclusive; meanwhile, a child is defined as anyone between the ages of 0-17 years inclusive, in accordance 
with Article 1 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). The word ‘child’ is used in the 
report as this is a legal term, with clear and defined implications under the law. Sometimes, the word 
‘adolescent’ is used instead of child, to connote the social and biological stage of development that 
occurs between pre-pubescent childhood and adulthood, an adolescent may refer to anyone between 
the ages of 10-17 years. 

Sexual and reproductive health (SRH) encompasses two related but distinct elements: health related 
to sexuality, and health related to reproduction. Sexual health implies that an individual has the freedom 
to have a pleasurable and safe sexual life, free of coercion, discrimination and violence. For sexual health 
to be attained and maintained, the sexual rights of all persons must be respected, protected and fulfilled.1 
Reproductive health implies that an individual has the capability to reproduce and the freedom to 
decide if, when and how often to do so. Implicit in this is the right of men and women to be informed 
of and to have access to safe, effective, affordable and acceptable methods of fertility regulation of 
their choice, and the right of access to appropriate health care services that will enable women to go 
safely through pregnancy and childbirth and provide couples with the best chance of having a healthy 
infant”.2  Sexual and reproductive rights (SRH) refers to an individual’s right to have control over and 
make informed and free decisions on matters related to sexual and reproductive health, as well as their 
sexuality and sexual and reproductive life, free of coercion, discrimination and violence.3  

Sexual and reproductive health (SRH) services: in line with these definitions (above) this study 
considered young people’s access to services that are relevant to promoting and protecting sexual health 
and reproductive health. These will include, but are not limited to: education and counselling in relation 
to sexual and reproductive health, contraception, family planning, abortion, pre-natal and postnatal care, 
maternal and infant mortality, gender/sex reassignment services, and services related to the prevention 
and treatment of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and sexual violence.
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Understanding the influence of law and legal rules on young people’s access to SRH services in practice 
is a complex task. It involves understanding both what the law is, and how it is applied; as well as what 
young people and service providers know and understand about the law, and if and how such perceptions 
shape their choices, expectations and practices in relation to accessing or providing SRH services. Finally, 
it involves understanding how the law interacts with other key social, political, personal, economic (etc.) 
factors, which play a role in determining young people’s access to services. 

The research inquiry was structured with a mind to gathering evidence on three central, interrelated 
themes; namely: 

 y (What are) the legal rules that regulate young people’s access to SRH services, and how they are 
applied?

 y (What do) young people and health professionals’ know about the law, and (how do) they perceive 
or interpret such laws as pertaining to themselves?

 y (How does) law, and knowledge and perceptions of law, impact on young people’s opportunities to 
seek out, and be provided, SRH services, and why?  

In designing the methodology for the study, it was recognised that law may influence or impact on young 
people’s access to SRH services in various ways: the law may act as a barrier to young people’s access 
to services through both direct and indirect means. In other cases, the law may actively facilitate young 
people’s access to services. 

Direct legal barriers are understood to be laws which explicitly and purposefully restrict access to 
services either universally or for certain groups of young people in certain circumstances. 

In order to examine and determine the direct legal barriers that impact on young people’s access to SRH 
services in Nepal, researchers examined areas of law that regulate or restrict access to and capacity to 
provide consent for the following: medical treatment (in general); reproductive services (such as access 
to birth control, abortion and sterilisation); sexual health services (such as access to STI counselling 
treatment and services); access to ‘gender affirmation’ services for young people including surgical and 
hormonal interventions; and access to sexual and reproductive education, advice and counselling. 

Indirect legal barriers are laws that do not directly impose restrictions on access to SRH services, but 
nonetheless may function this way in practice. For example, statutory rape laws - which establish a 
minimum legal age for consent to sexual activity, minimum age of marriage laws, and law establishing a 
minimum age for legal majority, may create indirect legal barriers to young people’s access to services. 
Young people and service providers may interpret these rules as forbidding persons under these legal 
ages from accessing SRH services. Furthermore, these laws may have a normalising influence on existing 
social taboos associated with childhood and youth sexuality, particularly among unmarried girls.

In order to identify and explore potential indirect legal barriers to young people’s access to SRH services, 
researchers examined areas of law relevant to regulating young people’s gender and sexuality identities 
behaviours and relationships, including: laws that define and criminalise different forms of sexual violence 
(including statutory rape laws); laws that regulate marriage and divorce; laws that regulate the sale of sex; 
laws that impact on gender and sexual minorities (such as laws that criminalise same-sex sexual acts, or 
that prescribe and define binary gender categories) and laws that create barriers to gender/sex transition. 

3. Conceptual framework
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Finally, laws do not only function as barriers to accessing SRH services, they can also facilitate access 
to services, where they empower young people to make informed decisions about their sexual health, 
and create a framework where young people’s rights to sexual and reproductive health are protected 
and promoted without discrimination. Confidentiality duties imposed on SRH service providers which 
mandate protection of young people’s privacy and laws that enshrine or affirm a positive right for young 
people to access SRH services are examples of facilitative laws. 

In order to identify and explore potential facilitative laws, researchers examined the following: laws that 
affirm the right to health in general, and sexual and reproductive health in particular (especially for 
adolescents); laws that protect individuals from forms of gender and sexuality based discrimination, and 
laws that protect and promote individuals right to free and confidential access to sexual and reproductive 
health services. 

4.  Methodology
The study employed a mixed methods design, combining both qualitative and quantitative approaches; 
to gather objective, comprehensive and measurable data, as well as evidence that was in-depth, and 
explanatory. A variety of different strategies and methods were employed to gather data to answer the 
research questions set out above.

4.1 Site selection

Selection of sites was practically limited to include those locations in and around Kathmandu, where 
the Family Planning Association of Nepal (FPAN) was able to facilitate access to communities according 
to their existing networks. Remote areas of Nepal were not included in the study given the resource 
limitations. 

Three districts in central Nepal were included in the study: Kathmandu, Bhaktapur and Kavrepalanchok. 
Within Kathmandu, sites visited were classified as urban. Bhaktapur sites were classified as “peri-urban”. 
Within Kavrepalanchok, both peri-urban and rural sites were visited. 

4.2 Legal review

The project started with a desk-based review and analysis of laws and regulations in Nepal pertaining to 
young people’s sexuality and access to SRH services. This legal review informed the design of primary 
data collection tools.

4.3 Collection of primary qualitative data

Individual interviews

Individual semi-structured interviews were carried out with young people, (SRH) service providers, and 
key informants to gather data on respondents’ knowledge and perceptions of legal rules, as well as their 
experiences in relation to SRH service seeking, or provision of services. Interview guides were developed 
in order to provide a level of standardisation in the data collected; however, these tools were implemented 
flexibly to also allow for participant-directed interactions. 

Participant selection for individual interviews was purposive, and drew on two types of qualitative sampling: 
key expert sampling, and critical case sampling. The ‘critical case’ sample involved the selection of young 
people who were likely to have significant and complex needs in relation to sexual and reproductive 
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health, to investigate the impact of law and legal barriers on their experiences of access to services. 
Critical case studies included:

 y Interview with a young sex worker

 y Interview with a teenage mother (who married against her mothers’ wishes)

 y Interview with a young trans individual

 y Interview with a young gay male

 y Interview with a female survivor of sexual and gender based violence

A total of 6 in-depth interviews were carried out with young people, and 13 key informant interviews 
were carried out with ‘key experts’ including SRH service providers, law and policy professionals, and 
advocates in the field of sexual and reproductive rights. 

Focus groups

In addition, a number of focus group discussions were carried out with young people, to allow them to 
explore and share ideas in a relaxed and communal setting. “Topic guides” were developed to structure 
focus group discussions. The guides encouraged participants to explore general themes concerning the 
law and sexual health in a hypothetical and scenario-based format.

A total of 7 focus group discussions were carried out with young people. 

Transcription and analysis of data

All raw qualitative data was transcribed and uploaded into Nvivo software. It was then coded to identify 
key themes, patterns, relationships and explanations relevant to the research questions. Findings from 
the legal review were integrated into the analysis of primary data to help understand the relationships 
between legal rules, how they are interpreted, and how they function in practice.

4.4 Surveys

Given time and resource constraints it was not feasible to conduct a comprehensive, nationally 
representative survey. Nonetheless, two short survey tools were developed, one for young people and 
one for service providers, to collect some basic descriptive and standardised data on respondents’ 
knowledge, understanding and perceptions of law, and experiences accessing or providing SRH services.

Researchers used a snowball sample method in order to access a range of different groups of young 
people and health professionals, with diverse SRH needs/services, and from a wide variety of socio-
economic, ethnic, religious and geographical contexts. In addition, FPAN were encouraged to mobilise 
their contacts on the ground to enable access to particularly marginalised and vulnerable groups, such as 
young people engaged in sex work, MSM groups, transgender communities, and street children.

Enumerators were instructed to distribute the survey to groups of young people and service providers 
who had not participated in FPAN activities, or received unusual levels of sensitisation or education about 
the law, in order to avoid obtaining heavily biased results. After surveys had been completed, responses 
were entered into data entry sheets by local FPAN volunteers, who received training on data entry from 
the international researcher during the in-country visit.

All data was entered into an excel sheet which was subsequently loaded into Stata where the data was 
cleaned and statistical analysis performed to obtain: 1) a basic descriptive profile of the sample; 2) an 
inferential exploration of relationships between key demographic features of the sample, knowledge and 
perceptions of legal rules, and experiences in relation to the provision and access to SRH services. 
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4.4.1 Profile of young people’s survey

Surveys for young people were distributed manually by FPAN staff within educational institutions and 
community centres in Kathmandu. In total, the young people survey included 190 respondents (3 young 
people did not consent to participate and 12 did not fill out the survey questionnaire). Of the 190 young 
people surveyed, all identified as either female (98, 52%), or male (92, 48%). The mean age of the sample 
was 15 years, with the minimum reported age of respondents being 12 and the maximum being 19 years.

Of all 190 respondents included in the survey, around 38% indicated that they lived in an urban 
neighbourhood, 44% reported that they lived in a rural area, 2% reported that they lived in an urban 
slum, and 14% of young people indicated that they lived in a suburban area.

The vast majority (90%) of young people included in the survey indicated that their highest level of 
education was secondary school. 8% indicated that their highest level of education was university-level 
education, and 2% of respondents indicated that their highest level of education was completed primary 
education.

Roughly half (52%) of the sampled young people indicated that they did not work, while 31% indicated 
that they were employed in part-time jobs, and 10% indicated that they were working full-time. Around 
3% of the surveyed young people indicated that they had previously engaged in sex work (4% preferred 
not to say whether they had previously sold sex).

4.4.2 Profile of service providers’ survey

Surveys for service providers were distributed manually by FPAN staff in public and private clinics, school-
based health centres, pharmacies and other facilities providing SRH services. Institutions were selected to 
represent some of the diversity amongst SRH service providing facilities in Nepal.

Researchers collected responses from a total of 44 service providers (3 service providers did not consent 
to participate). Of the total 44 service providers surveyed for this study, 34 were female (77%) and 10 
were male (22%). Around 23% of service providers worked in public health centres, 41% worked in 
private fee-paying clinics, 2% worked in school-based health centres, 14% worked in pharmacies, and 
20% worked in ‘other’ unspecified facilities.

The overwhelming majority (80%) of service providers surveyed for the study worked in urban areas. 16% 
indicated that they worked in a sub-urban area, 2% worked in a rural area, and 2% worked in an urban 
slum. The mean age of surveyed health professionals was 27 years.

4.5 Limitations

While the desk review of the relevant legislation aimed to be comprehensive, given the broad focus 
on the enquiry, (particularly under the category of ‘indirect barriers’) it was not possible to conduct 
and exhaustive view of all laws that may have an impact on access to SRH services (for example, a 
detailed review of all marriage/ divorce laws, all laws that have implications for forms of gender based 
discrimination was outside the scope of the study). Researchers focused on exploring key rules within 
primary legislation and statutes that were deemed to be most pertinent and relevant to the research 
questions. 

Further, not all potentially relevant materials (especially regulations and sub-national legislation) were 
available publicly and in English language. As a result, it is likely that at least some potentially relevant 
materials were not captured by the desk review. Whenever possible, researchers used officially translated 
English versions of the relevant legislation. However, in a few cases, researchers needed to revert to 
unofficially translated versions of legislation or regulations. These English translations were read and 
interpreted by researchers with the necessary amount of caution. 
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A particular limitation to the legal analysis was the team’s inability to access the Gender Equality Act 
2015, which amended a number of provisions in the ulu i in  

Whilst participants in focus groups were separated according to gender and also divided according to 
age groups, it is likely that power dynamics within each group biased the discussions (and findings) in 
favour of the more outspoken and assertive participants. Researchers took care to enable equitable 
discussions amongst participants; however, participants that were too shy or unhappy to answer were 
never singled out by researchers.

Translators were used throughout the qualitative interactions. While emphasis was placed on literal 
translation of every statement and simultaneous translation was avoided, it is likely that some nuances 
of the participant’s responses were ‘lost in translation’.

The data collected in the survey is not nationally representative. Due to time and resource constraints 
these sites were limited to urban and peri-urban sites in and around Kathmandu. The snowball sample 
methodology is likely to have excluded those populations with fewer pre-existing connections to the 
local IPPF member associations. 

Lastly, due to time and resource constraints (but also in order to ensure the confidentiality of the 
respondents), the survey questionnaires were self-administered. While enumerators instructed survey 
respondents on how to fill out the survey, the self-administered survey format resulted in relatively large 
non-response biases, as respondents were either unsure how (or unwilling) to fill out all questions in the 
surveys. Non-response was particularly pronounced in the service provider survey, which may be due to 
the time constraints amongst health professionals.

4.6 Ethical protocol and tools

The research was carried out by trained and vetted consultants with extensive experience in conducting 
research with children and young people. Data collection was carried out in accordance with Coram 
International’s Ethical Guidelines for Field Research. Procedures were developed for obtaining consent, 
ensuring anonymity, and protecting the safety and privacy of research participants at all times.
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Nepal’s history, including the history of its legal systems, is rooted in the Hindu religion. The first iteration 
of Nepal’s ulu i in (known as the ‘Country Code’ or ‘General Code’), which was promulgated in 1854, 
institutionalized caste and religious hierarchy. The revolution in 1951 led to the introduction of multiparty 
democracy and secular legal norms for the first time. The Code’s final version was passed in 1963, 
thereby codifying all existing law, including civil, criminal, customary and religious. It remains one of the 
foundations of Nepal’s legal system. 

In September 2015, a new Constitution came into effect in Nepal; it bans all forms of discrimination and 
expresses a ‘determination to create an egalitarian society on the basis of the principles of proportional 
inclusion and participation, to ensure equitable economy, prosperity and social justice.’ The Constitution 
is the ‘fundamental law’ of Nepal, and any laws inconsistent with it are void. 

Uncodified customary law still exists in Nepal but is subservient to constitutional law. The Constitution 
protects individual and community rights to use their own languages, participate in cultural life and 
preserve and promote their language, script, culture, civilization and heritage. However, in some 
indigenous communities, traditions and customs grant subordinate status to women, denying them 
inheritance and access to decision-making arenas.4 

The Constitution of Nepal (2015) protects all citizens’ right to health. Article 35 reads: ‘(1) Every citizen 
shall have the right to free basic health services from the State, and no one shall be deprived of 
emergency health services. (2) Every person shall have the right to get information about his or her 
medical treatment. (3) Every citizen shall have equal access to health services. (4) Every citizen shall 
have the right of access to clean drinking water and sanitation.’ Further, Article 38 protects the rights of 
women, including their rights to reproductive health and safe motherhood. These Articles, read with the 
strong non-discrimination provisions in the Constitution, clearly protect the right of all citizens to access 
health care. 

The ulu i in (Country Code) is another key document for sexual and reproductive health and rights in 
Nepal. It contains the country’s abortion law, as well as criminal laws relating to sex work, sexual consent, 
rape and sex between people of the same sex. 

Additionally, Nepal has demonstrated its commitment to sexual and reproductive rights through the 
promulgation of policies and strategies related to safe motherhood, reproductive health, safe abortion, 
HIV, sexually transmitted infections, gender equality recognition of gender identity, youth and trafficking, 
amongst other issues. A number of policies explicitly address the sexual and reproductive rights of 
adolescents. These are discussed in detail in section 8 below. 

5. Nepal’s legal framework

4  ee for exa ple National Indigenous o en’s ederation NI  Law ers’ ssociation  for  u an ights  of  Nepalese  Indigenous  
Peoples  L NIP  and orest Peoples Progra e PP  The rights of indigenous wo en in Nepal   su ission to o ission 
on the tatus of o en  th ession   e ruar    arch  vaila le at  http www forestpeoples org sites fpp les
pu lication csw fpp niwf lahurnip pdf
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6. Youth, sexuality and marriage: socio-legal  
dimensions

The expression of youth sexuality in Nepal is heavily regulated by a set of complex, intersecting norms 
that delineate what is, and what is not, to be considered ‘legitimate’ sexual activity, and the context(s) in 
which it may, or may not, be expressed. In particular, ‘legitimate’ sexual activity occurs within a marital 
union; a union which itself is defined by a set of intersecting norms related to gender, age, sexuality and 
other important social and cultural dimensions, such as wealth, education, culture and religion (amongst 
others). These strict norms are kept in place by social control mechanisms that, at their most extreme, 
forbid fraternization between girls and boys and, more commonly, result in a denial of youth sexuality 
in all its diverse forms. This section explores the intersection of law and culture as they relate to youth 
sexuality. 

When asked about whether sex before marriage occurs in Nepal, respondents of all ages consistently 
referenced the social ‘rules’ by which young people must abide. Whilst respondents could not point 
specifically to the basis of these norms, there was an almost universal acceptance of their existence. 
Their responses highlight the unacceptability of sex outside of marriage, whilst establishing sex within 
marriage as a ‘social good.’ The following extracts are illustrative of the power of these social norms:

efore arriage  sex  is considered ad  after arriage  it is not a ig thing arriage is a license 
to have sex  

If sex  is efore arriage  it’s ad  it’s against the rule of our co unities  after arriage  it is 
good

hat do ou thin  that the iggest challenges are for oung people in accessing  services  

ne of the iggest arrier s  is culture in our societ  it’s a ta oo in our culture  ost of things 
depend on the cultural values it’s not a out their oung people’s  wishes  it’s a out culture e 
have to go forward according to societ ’s rules and regulations  

Many respondents stated that they were not aware of sex before marriage happening amongst their peer 
group. Contradicting this, however, some agreed that young people engage secretly in premarital sex. 

t what age do ou thin  oung people have sex  

e don’t tal  a out sex nor all  a e people are also involved in sex elow  ut the  
are not open ecause of social ta oos  sex efore arriage is not accepta le  the  want to a e 
it secret  the  don’t tell a out it 8 

t what age do oung people in our co unit  start having sex  

No age  after arriage onl  No exact age  

oes ever one wait until arriage  

No  

o  those who don’t  

If a o  and girl want  the  will have it  

 ocus group discussion  oung wo en aged  to  ha tapur   Nove er 
 ocus group discussion  oung wo en aged  to  ha tapur   Nove er 
 ocus group discussion  parents and grandparents of adolescents  ha tapur   Nove er 

8 ocus group discussion  oung wo en aged  to  ha tapur   Nove er 
 ocus group discussion  oung en aged  to  ath andu   Nove er 
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 hatiwada et al  exual and eproductive ealth of dolescents and Youth in Nepal  Trends and eter inants   
vaila le at  https dhsprogra co pu s pdf pdf Last access  anuar   

11  hi s uare  p

  reenspan  ge at arriage is rising for sian wo en and en  according to new data  sia Pac Pop Polic   ep

  ulu i in  vaila le at  http www lawco ission gov np en docu ents ulu i ain general code pdf Last access  
cto er  hapter  Nu er  If a person enters into sexual intercourse with a wo an without her consent or enters into sexual 

intercourse with a girl elow the age of ixteen ears with or without her consent shall e dee ed to e an offence of rape  xplanation  
or the purposes of this Nu er  a   consent ta en  using fear  coercion  undue influence  isrepresentation or use of force or 
idnapping or hostage ta ing a ducting  shall not e considered to e consent    consent ta en when she is not in a conscious 

condition shall not e considered to e consent  c  inor penetration of the penis into the vagina shall e considered to e a sexual 
intercourse for the purposes of this Nu er

The 2011 DHS data revealed significant gender disparities in reporting of pre-marital sex: with 22% of 
never-married young men aged 15-24 years reporting ever having sex compared to less than 1% of never-
married young women.10  Due to the power of social taboos surrounding pre-marital sex, these figures 
are likely to be affected by significant underreporting of sex, especially amongst unmarried women and 
girls. The same low rates of disclosure, and disparities between girls and boys11 were observed in the 
survey data for this study. In this study, 2.1% of unmarried girls (ages 12-19 years) reported ever having 
sex, and a further 1% said that they ‘preferred not to say’. Meanwhile 7.8% of unmarried boys (12-19 
years) said that they had had sex, and a further 17.8% said that they preferred not to say. Just under three 
quarters, 74.4% of boys reported to have never had sex, compared to 96.9% of girls.

Whilst (as in many other parts of the world) evidence indicates that the average age of marriage is 
increasing for men and women in Nepal,12  cultural norms related to premarital sex remain entrenched, and 
marriage is still seen as the only legitimate space within which (youth) sexuality is legitimately expressed 
or enjoyed. Young people are presented with a choice between adhering to norms and denying their 
sexuality, or risking ostracisation if they openly pursue sexual relationships before marriage. 

6.1  Age of sexual consent

Whilst sex before marriage is prohibited by cultural norms, marriage has no bearing on the legalit  of sex 
between or with young people in Nepal. Rather, the age of sexual consent is established in Chapter 14 
of the ulu i in (Country Code) by reference to statutory rape, stating: ‘If a person enters into sexual 
intercourse with a woman without her consent or enters into sexual intercourse with a girl below the 
age of sixteen years with or without her consent shall be deemed to be an offence of rape.’13  Given that 
mention is made only of sexual intercourse with a young women under 16 years of age, the age of sexual 
consent does not appear to apply to young men. However, Chapter 14 of the ulu i in also provides 
that ‘sodomy (any kind of unnatural intercourse)’ with a minor under 16 years is also rape. Therefore it 
would appear that the age of consent for same-sex acts amongst men/ boys is also established at 16 
years. Meanwhile there is no law governing age of sexual consent for same sex acts amongst women/ 
girls. These rules reveal the gendered and heteronormative nature of legal norms, which differentiate 
between males and females, as well as the type/ orientation of the sexual activity, when considering 
capacity to consent to (legal) sex, and the appropriate content and boundaries of legal definitions of 
sexual violence. 

Significantly findings from the quantitative data indicate that young people are not familiar with 
the law governing sexual consent, with only 5.3% of respondents correctly identifying the age of 
sexual consent for girls to be 16 years. Interestingly boys (8.7%) were more likely than girls (3.1%) 
to correctly identify the age of sexual consent as 16 years. 
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6.1.1 Sexual consent and gender discrimination

The gendered character of legal rules mirrors that of social and cultural norms. Whilst respondents in 
this study generally considered the cultural norm prohibiting premarital sex to apply both to young men 
and women, the data indicates that enforcement of such norms is stricter for young women. This reflects 
the more general restrictions that young women in Nepal face in terms of opportunities, as compared 
to young men. 

hat are the rules’ for en of our age  

e have to go with the flow of societ  e have social rules  e shouldn’t drin  and s o e  e 
have to learn good ehaviours  e shouldn’t ga le  No sex  

orse for o s or girls  

irls  

hat can ou do that the  can’t do  

The  shouldn’t wal  at night  o s can go out at night  ut girls cannot  oa  at night  irls are 
eing strict at ho e  fa ilies

o ou agree  

There shouldn’t e different rules for girls and o s 14 

I n case of o s  there is no regulations  ut for daughters there are so an  oundaries in our 
societ  ender has also ade us wo en  go down   ow do ou feel a out these oundaries that 
are placed on our daughters  It’s ade  ourselves Laughter It is an old concept ecause 
fe ales feel wea   the selves ut so an  rights are there for our daughters aughters don’t 
now how to use the rights for the selves If I want to do so ething  if I eco e straightforward  

 hus and will draw e ac  That is the trend  that so an  freedo s are given to sons and 
not daughters  That is our own trend if a o  as s an thing  we allow  if it’s a fe ale  we restrict 
the  Now it has changed  so an  rights are going to the daughter the discri ination is due to 
the culture   

s a wo an  ou are not supposed to go out  If ou are arried  in an  rural fra ewor s  
ove ent is ver  restricted  has to e with hus and’s per ission  There are  onl  for  reasons 

for going out of the house  There is so e sense of that her eing the honor of honour  If she has sex 
with so eone  the  will e ver  angr  with that  

It was clear from the qualitative research that in addition to being restricted generally compared with 
their male counterparts, young women bear a disproportionate burden within families for maintaining 
sexual purity and upholding the family’s reputation. Young women and girls must, as many respondents 
explained, adhere to a narrow pathway that includes avoiding premarital sex and upholding family and 
individual honour by being perceived to be sexually pure until marriage. Respondents conveyed that 
women who are perceived to be crossing the boundaries of what is socially acceptable are ‘tagged’ 
and may find it hard to get married later on. This ‘tagging’ can occur even if a young woman is sexually 
abused or raped.

14  ocus group discussion  oung en age  to  ath andu   Nove er 

  ocus group discussion  parents and grandparents of adolescents  ha tapur   Nove er 

  Individual interview  e  infor ant  outh participation and rights organisation  ath andu   Nove er 
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In Nepal  there is a trend if fe ale has that sort of tag with other en  she a  not get arried
it is so dif cult to get arried with other gu s  

It’s ore a out attitudes within societ  even tal ing a out sex  In ur an areas  people can hold 
hands  ut in rural areas  if ou have tea with a stranger gu  as a fe ale  ou get a lot of stig a 
and outcr  Your fa ilies rst  and the  sa  ou have to arr  with that gu  exualit  is ver  
ta oo 18  

ue to the societal o ligations  our societ  does not want oung people to access or have sex efore 
arriage  especiall  fe ales  The  have to give arried according to their parents’ wishes  

All young unmarried women must negotiate a normative minefield related to sexuality, however, for 
unmarried pregnant women who are unable to ‘hide the evidence’ of their sexual transgression, things 
are even worse. When presented with a made-up scenario about a sister who becomes pregnant at 
the age of 15, young male respondents identified the few culturally-acceptable options for the young 
woman: 

 couple of onths later  our sister co es to tell ou that she is pregnant  how would ou feel 
a out this

e’d feel ad  this is earl  ears  earl  pregnanc  is not good  I would advise to a ort  If the parents 
new  the  a  ic  her fro  the house  [Would she have to marry him?] Yes  of course ill she 
e a le to sta  in school if she eeps the pregnanc  No  she can’t continue ecause of sh ness  

there is no rule  it is a out honour and personal identit   

 couple of onths later  our sister co es to tell ou that she is pregnant  how would ou feel 
a out this  

I will e lind with anger  for a few inutes  hoc ed  I would not feel good  I would feel ad  If I 
found that she’s pregnant  I will tell the gu  to get arried to her  

The choices available to a young woman whose honour is perceived to be tarnished are limited, and 
usually include marriage at the soonest available opportunity. In addition to her marriage prospects 
diminishing, a young woman may lose the opportunity to pursue her education and be ostracized from 
her family. 

6.2 Age of marriage

Whilst, as mentioned, the age of marriage for young people is rising in Nepal, rates of early marriage, 
especially amongst young women and girls remain high.22 Taboos on pre-marital sex, and the stigma, 
particularly associated with sexuality amongst unmarried girls, are significant drivers of early marriage. 
On the one hand, marrying their daughters young is a coping strategy applied by families to avoid the 
stigma of having a daughter who is ‘tagged’. On the other hand, in response to the normative context 
and restrictions placed on their sexual expression, young people, especially young girls, may seek to 

  ocus group discussion  parents and grandparents of adolescents  ha tapur   Nove er 
18  Individual interview  e  infor ant  outh participation and rights organisation  ath andu   Nove er 

  Individual interview  service provider at pu lic health clinic  avre   Nove er 

  ocus group discussion  oung en aged  to  ha tapur   Nove er 

  ocus group discussion  oung en aged  to  ath andu   Nove er 

  u an ights atch  ur Ti e to ing and Pla ’  hild arriage in Nepal  vaila le at  https www hrw org report
our ti e sing and pla child arriage nepal Last access  cto er 
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legitimize their sexual relationships and desires, through choosing the option of ‘love marriages’ at a 
young age:

hat is the age at which ost oung people get arried in our co unit  

It’s usuall     ut so e elope without their parents’ consent  I fell in love  ut it was against 
 parents’ wishes  e went awa we eloped to get arried  

Under Chapter 17 of the ulu i in  the age of marriage is 20 years without guardian consent and 18 
with guardian consent for both males and females.24 However, the latest (2011) DHS data found that 
28.8% of young women and girls ages 15 to 19 were currently married. This is compared with just 6.9% 
of young men in the same age category.25 This data was reflected in the qualitative research for this 
study: when asked the age at which young people marry, respondents consistently cited younger ages 
for women than for men. 

t what age do oung people get arried  

irls around  and o s around  

t what age do oung people get arried  

ostl  ales are older than fe ales  ales are    

Findings from the quantitative data indicate that young people lack accurate knowledge of 
minimum age of marriage laws. Only 22.6% of respondents correctly identified the age of marriage 
of girls without parental consent to be 20 years, and only 19.5% knew this for boys. Rates of 
accurate knowledge of the law concerning marriage with parental consent were even lower. 

  Individual interview  oung other  avre   Nove er 

  ulu i in  vaila le at  http www lawco ission gov np en docu ents ulu i ain general code pdf Last access  
cto er  hapter  Nu er  hile contracting a arriage  no one shall arrange to arr  nor cause to e arried where the 
ale and the fe ale have not co pleted the age of ighteen ears with the consent of the guardian and that of twent  ears in case of 

a sence of the consent of the guardian  The persons having attained a orit  out of those who arr  or cause to e arried in violation 
of this provision  shall e punished as follows  If a fe ale elow the age of Ten ears is arried or caused to e arried  punish ent of 
i prison ent for a ter  fro  six onths to Three ears and with a ne of ne Thousand upees to Ten Thousand upees shall e i posed 

 If a fe ale a ove the age of Ten ears ut elow the age of ourteen ears is arried or caused to e arried  punish ent of 
i prison ent for a ter  fro  Three onths to ne ear and with a ne of a axi u  of ive Thousand upees or oth shall e i posed 

 If a fe ale a ove the age of fourteen ears ut elow the age of ighteen ears is arried or caused to e arried  punish ent of 
i prison ent for a ter  not exceeding ix onths or a ne of a axi u  of Ten Thousand upees or oth shall e i posed  
If a ale or fe ale who has not co pleted the age of twent  ears is arried or cause to e arried  punish ent of i prison ent for a 
ter  not exceeding six onths or a ne of a axi u  of Ten Thousand upees or oth shall e i posed  If one arries or causes 
to e arried l ing that the arriage is allowed under the law  no punish ent shall e i posed on the person who arries or causes 
to e arried in ignorance  Those persons who have attained a orit  out of the priests  atch a ers and other a ettors who 
nowingl  perfor  acts of arriage in violation of the provisions contained in the a ove entioned nu ers shall e punished with 

i prison ent for a ter  not exceeding ne onth or a ne of a axi u  of ne Thousand upees  Notwithstanding an thing 
contained in the a ove entioned ections of this Nu er  if sole ni ation of arriage has not een co pleted ut arrange ent of 

arriage has een nali ed in accordance with the rites  the ain person nali ing such arrange ent of arriage shall e punished 
with a ne of a axi u  of seven hundred rupees and such nali ed arrange ent of arriage shall e set aside  The a ount 
of ne i posed under the a ove entioned ections    and  if paid  shall e paid to that girl child  wo an or an  In default of 
pa ent of the ne so i posed  the propert  of the convicted person e ual to the a ount of ne shall e con scated and the a ount so 
reali ed shall e paid to such that girl child  wo an or an  In case the total a ount of ne is not reali ed through such con scation  the 
convicted person shall e i prisoned for a ter  not exceeding Three onths for the ne not reali ed  In case either a ale or a 
fe ale elow the age of ighteen ears is arried and no offspring has een orn fro  the arriage  the ale or fe ale who is elow 
the age of ighteen ears a  get such a arriage http www lawco ission gov np  declared void if he or she does not agree with 
such a arriage upon having attained the age of ighteen ears  

  hatiwada et al  exual and eproductive ealth of dolescents and Youth in Nepal  Trends and eter inants  vaila le at  
https dhsprogra co pu s pdf pdf Last accessed  anuar  
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  Individual interview  outh activist  ath andu   Nove er 

  ulu i in  vaila le at  http www lawco ission gov np en docu ents ulu i ain general code pdf Last access  
cto er  hapter  Nu er   person who co its rape shall e lia le to the i prison ent as entioned hereunder  

I prison ent for a ter  ranging fro  Ten ears to ifteen ears if the inor girl is elow the age of Ten ears  I prison ent 
for a ter  ranging fro  ight ears to Twelve ears if the inor girl is a ove Ten or ore ears of age ut elow ourteen ears of 
age  I prison ent for a ter  ranging fro  ix ears to Ten ears if the inor girl is of ourteen ears of age or a ove elow 
ixteen ears of age  I prison ent for a ter  ranging fro  ive ears to ight ears if the wo an is of ixteen ears of age or 

a ove ut elow Twent  ears of age  I prison ent for a ter  ranging fro  ive ears to even ears if the wo an is of Twent  
ears of age or a ove   Notwithstanding an thing contained in this Nu er  the hus and who co its a rape with his wife shall e 

lia le to i prison ent for a ter  ranging fro  Three onths to ix onths  

  unil a u Pant and thers v Nepal overn ent  N  Law ournal  

  ashtell  rancesca Nepal set to eco e the rst south sian countr  to legalise sa e sex arriage’  e ruar   The Independent  
vaila le at  http www independent co u news world asia nepal set to eco e the rst south asian countr to legalise sa e sex
arriage ht l

A 2007 review of the marriage law identified a number of gaps in enforcement of minimum age of 
marriage laws, including inappropriately low punishments, discriminatory provisions that set different 
punishments depending upon age and sex, and a short three-month statute of limitations for bringing 
suit.28 The report also noted that there is no legal requirement to provide assistance of any kind to 
victims of child marriage and weak enforcement of the existing law by police.29  These legal shortcomings 
compound existing norms that dictate the socially-acceptable ‘pathways’ for girls, which tend to be much 
narrower than for boys and include marriage at an earlier age. 

Meanwhile, whilst unmarried young women and girls are expected to abstain from sex, once married 
young women are expected to fulfil their husbands’ sexual demands: for example, one key informant 
described the commonly-held belief that sex is a ‘right’ for men within marriage. 

If ou are arried  people ta e it as our right to have sex with our wife  You are authorised’ to 
have sex with our wife  This is general perception  ow is it rape if ou are alread  arried  People 
were as ing this after the upre e ourt  decision  

These social norms are also reflected in legal rules which establish lesser penalties for rape of a women 
or girl by her husband in the context of marriage. In Nepal’s ulu i in (Country Code). The punishment 
for rape (of someone who is above 20 years old) is up to seven years in prison; however, for husbands 
who commit rape against their wives, the punishment is imprisonment for three to six months.31 These 
findings highlight how social and legal norms restrict young women’s agency over their own sexuality 
both within and outside of the context of marriage. 

6.2.1 Marriage and heteronormativity

Finally, it is important to note that marriage remains the preserve of binary, different-sexed couples, 
reflecting a heteronormative and gender-binary bias which permeates the legal framework despite the 
introduction of progressive legislation in recent years affording recognition and protection for sexual and 
gender minorities (discussed in more detail in section 9.1 below).

In December 2007, the Supreme Court called on the Government to appoint a committee to consider 
the possibility of legalising same-sex marriage.32 In line with this ruling a committee of experts was 
appointed, and tasked with reviewing the treatment of the issue in different jurisdictions across the 
world. The committee issued a report in February 2015, recommending the legalisation of same-sex 
marriages.33 According to the Joint Secretary of the Ministry of Women, Children and Social Welfare, 
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  andel  u ari Ya  a e ex arriage till Illegal in Nepal  espite  upre e ourt uling’  lo al Press ournal   ece er 
 vaila le at  https glo alpress ournal co asia nepal sex arriage still illegal nepal despite supre e court ruling  

  Individual interview  oung an who identi es as ga  ath andu   Nove er 

  Interview  trans wo en who sell sex  ath andu   Nove er 

a Government task force is currently working to implement the committee’s 2015 recommendation, 
although the progress of any future legislative reforms may be slow and remains unclear.34  

The social power of the institution of marriage, and its heteronormative underpinning, has significant 
impact on gender and sexual minority youth. Gay and trans individuals may face pressure from their 
families to marry into heterosexual relationships, marriage being the overwhelming expectation imposed 
on individuals by their families and communities, especially for girls. Respondents in this study described 
having to make excuses to their families as to why they were ‘delaying’ marriage and the pressure and 
stress that this causes them. For example: 

I still don’t tell  fa il  a out   sexual  identit  It is dif cult for e ecause  fa il  is 
forcing to get arried  it is so dif cult  ntil now I have not revealed that I a  ga  ost i portantl  
I have to e independent nanciall  I told the  to wait for  ears until I get arried  

id our fa il  want ou to arr  

Yes   fa il  was forcing e to get arried fro   ears  The  are still putting pressure  Then I 
a  procrastinating Not now  I sa  
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7.1  Law and policy on comprehensive sexuality education

The legal and policy framework in relation to CSE in Nepal is broadly facilitative; Ministry of Health and 
Ministry of Education policy documents clearly mandate the provision of a wide range of sexual and 
reproductive health topics, including positive sexuality. 

The National Youth Polic  (Ministry of Youth and Sport, 2010) mandates the provision of ‘health 
information’ starting from elementary school, and states that young people should be encouraged to 
have ‘safe and positive’ sexual experiences and be provided with education on ‘sexual health safety’ and 
‘freeing them from all kinds of sexual violence.’37  Point 3( j) of the Policy stipulates that ‘youths will be 
trained, in coordination with health institutions, on matters such as family planning, maternal child care, 
right to motherhood, and child delivery gap.’38  The Policy does however not provide details of which 
ministry in Nepal is charged with implementing these policy provisions. 

In addition, Nepal’s National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  (Ministry of Health, 2000) 
contains a very detailed education package for adolescents that includes the following topics: human 
sexuality regarding puberty, marriage, reproductive process, sexual relationships, responsible parenthood, 
contraception emphasizing the prevention of early and/or unwanted pregnancies, prevention of unsafe 
abortions, complications from unsafe abortions, life skills, and prevention and management of STIs and 
HIV.39  In addition, the Strategy makes clear that information on available counselling and services should 
be provided to adolescents.40  The Strategy does not make clear who is responsible for the delivery of the 
curriculum or provision of counselling services, however, as will be discussed in the sections below, the 
curriculum does appear to be used in schools in practice.

Finally, Nepal’s National Policy on HIV and STI states that ‘information about HIV and AIDS shall be 
included in the formal and informal education curriculum in an organized way.’41 

In addition to these facilitative policies, the government in Nepal appears to be supportive of improving 
young people’s access to information about sexual and reproductive health outside of school. For 
instance, a service provider from the National Health Training Centre described a government initiative 
to provide young people with an SRH resource through mobile technology: 

Nowada s our govern ent is developing  polic  for the adolescent group  o ile apps for the 
ueries on reproductive health  The  are going to launch an app targeting outh  The concept 

has een developed  govern ent infor ation s ste s  ut sponsored  partners and donors  
N P  a e  

7.  Access to comprehensive sexuality education

  inistr  of Youth and port  National Youth Polic   vaila le at  http www outhpolic org national Nepal National Youth
Polic pdf  ection a

  inistr  of Youth and port  National Youth Polic   vaila le at  http www outhpolic org national Nepal National Youth
Polic pdf  ection a  

 inistr  of ealth  National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  vaila le at  http www outh polic co Policies
Nepal National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg pdf Last accessed  cto er  p  

  inistr  of ealth  National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  vaila le at  http www outh polic co Policies
Nepal National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg pdf Last accessed  cto er  p  

41 inistr  of ealth  National Polic  on I  and TI  vaila le at  http www ilo org wc sp groups pu lic ed protect
protrav ilo aids docu ents legaldocu ent wc s pdf Last accessed  cto er  ection  

  Individual interview  fe ale service provider  National ealth Training entre  r an  ath andu  Nove er 
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uploads P rief on outh pdf Last accessed  cto er  pp   

  N   eview of Policies and trategies to I ple ent and cale p exualit  ducation in sia and the Paci c  vaila le at  
http unesdoc unesco org i ages e pdf Last accessed  cto er  p   

48  N   eview of Policies and trategies to I ple ent and cale p exualit  ducation in sia and the Paci c  vaila le at  
http unesdoc unesco org i ages e pdf Last accessed  cto er  p   
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Whilst Nepalese legislation does not appear to contain any direct barriers to young people’s access 
to comprehensive sexuality education, according to a legislative review commissioned by the World 
Health Organisation, however, laws regulating obscenity may provide grounds for limiting access to 
information related to sexuality and sexual health outside of school settings and the formal curricula.43 
For instance, the lectronic Transaction ct prohibits the publication or exhibition of electronic media 
that is against public morals or decency, whilst the National roadcasting ct prohibits advertisements 
that contain ‘obscene’ materials. Finally, the Press and Pu lication ct bans the publication of material 
that offends good behaviour, morality and social dignity.44 At the very least, such laws may create 
uncertainty regarding the legality of publishing materials promoting sexual health services and public 
information campaigns concerning sexual health. While the law does not appear to have been applied 
to the distribution of information on sexual and reproductive health in the vast majority of cases, the 
Nepal Telecommunications authority did block access to sfsi.org, a website run by San Francisco Sex 
Information, which provides young people with training to become sex educators and operates a free 
information and referral switchboard.45  

7.2 Provision of comprehensive sexuality education in practice

Education about sexuality and reproduction does appear to be a standardised part of secondary school 
curriculum in Nepal. A report by the Youth Activists Leadership Council in Nepal explains that sexuality 
education is integrated into the ‘Environment, Population and Health’ module taken by those attending 
years 6 to 10 of secondary school. Sexual and reproductive health and rights modules are not introduced 
until years 9 and 10, however; during years 6-8, modules include information on HIV, male and female 
anatomy and STIs.46 According to a recent UNESCO publication, teacher training programmes on sexuality 
education are in place in Nepal47, however, few efforts have been taken to support the provision of sex 
education outside of schools.48   

The vast majority (93.7%) of young people surveyed for the study, all of whom reported to be in secondary 
school, stated that they had received CSE at school. Interestingly respondents who reported that they had 
not received education in schools were found to be from significantly poorer backgrounds than those 
who did not.49 This suggests that less privileged young people may have less access to CSE, perhaps due 
to the regularity with which they attend school or the nature of the CSE provided in schools in poorer 
areas.

When asked about where they learn about sexual and reproductive health, young people included in 
focus group discussions tended to identify school as a primary source of information:

here do oung people learn a out 

In school  it’s in the course oo  through friends  through older sisters  different clu s  organisations  
parents
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hat is included in the course oo  

ontraceptive devices  enstruation  condo s  reproductive organs  it tal s a out safet  period’ 
when ou can’t get pregnant  pregnanc  how to aintain our health  nutrition  h giene  fa il  
planning

o the  sa  where to access fa il  planning  

ealth posts  the  sa  and hospitals   

Young people explained that CSE is taught by both teachers and external organisations:

here do ost oung people learn a out  

ro  oo s  training  teachers  experts  oo s  T  health  and P  oo s

o ou learn a out it at school  

Yes  adolescent sex  reproductive health  contraceptive ethods

o ou learn fro  teachers  

Yes  the teachers  organisations are also co ing in  

It is important to note that given that respondents for the study were accessed primarily through the 
Family Planning Association of Nepal, their access to CSE and information about SRH more broadly, is 
likely to be particularly strong. 

The availability of CSE in Nepal appears to be relatively recent; service providers and key stakeholders 
participating in the study explained that significant progress has been made regarding the provision of 
CSE in Nepal in recent years, in particular as a result of advocacy efforts by the Family Planning Association 
of Nepal. They described the political environment as progressive and favourable, but emphasised that, 
despite progress, certain barriers to the delivery of CSE remain:

Tal ing a out  Nepal is one of the rst countries to include it in the curriculu  P N reall  
fought for this  e did a lot of lo ing  ig ca paigning for  ecause the previous govern ent 
wanted to ta e it out  The  had so e health su ects  ut it was ust a description of the organs  ut 
it was going to e ta en it out ecause teachers were not teaching it easil  The  aren’t co forta le  
o  P N with others advocated for those things and wanted it to e included in the    class  
o e co ponents are included  ut we need ore  

As is demonstrated by the passage above, that teachers’ discomfort delivering information on CSE 
constrains its provision in schools. One service provider succinctly explained: e can do our advocac  
on  ut if teachers are not trained or too sh  or don’t have correct ethodologies  it doesn’t atter   

Several service providers included in the study exhibited restrictive views about the provision of CSE 
themselves. When asked if she provides young people with information about contraception, one service 
provider replied: e taught the  how to conceive  through that the  now how not to eco e pregnant

In addition to citing resistance from teachers as a barrier to the provision of CSE, respondents also 
described limitations with the material that is covered in the CSE curriculum, describing it as overly 
narrow, and failing to confront prevalent myths or engage with important topics such as sexual and 
reproductive health rights, consent and the empowerment of women and girls:
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re there topics that ou thin  should e covered in the school curriculu  

Not all co ponents are involved in the curriculu  fa il  planning ethods  TIs  ut onl  a few 
are entioned

hat do ou thin  is issing  

I feel TIs are issing  It has to e there how to prevent the  o en’s right to choose  fa il  
planning ethods  o e sa  that it’s not wo en’s choice after arriage  The  tell that the  will e 
infertile if the  use contraceptives  o eti es o s hesitate to use the condo s  en do not want 
to use condo s  These all have to e in the course  

Regardless of whether the limitations of CSE in Nepalese schools reflect the curriculum, or its 
implementation, both young people and service providers emphasised that they are in need of access 
to more comprehensive, relevant and in-depth advice and information: If ou could do one thing 
to i prove oung people’s  what would it e  I would strengthen adolescent reproductive health 
progra es in schools

Not only does lack of access to CSE impede upon young people’s sexual and reproductive health, and 
in particular their ability to make decisions about how to have a healthy and safe sexual life; lack of 
knowledge and information acts as an important barrier to young people’s service seeking behaviour. 
Indeed, the research clearly evidenced that lack of CSE information is a significant barrier to accessing 
sex-related services. 

Access to high quality and comprehensive sexuality education within schools and healthcare facilities is 
particularly important given the stigmas and taboos surrounding youth sexuality in Nepal. Respondents 
consistently explained that there are few opportunities for young people to discuss issues relating to sex, 
reproduction and SRH services, restricting their access to advice and information: There is still a gap  It 
is not so open countr  in Nepal to tal  freel  a out sex and contraception   In particular, young people 
consistently told researchers that discussing SRH with parents is out of the question:

here do ou get info on  t school  chool  P N  In secondar  school  onl  we get it  r 
fro  our older rothers

Parents  

No parents

h  not  

The  don’t tal  a out it  It is unethical for the

o the  tal  to our sisters

fter arriage  

The stigma attached to youth sexuality (discussed in more detail in section 6 above) also underlies 
teachers’ reluctance to deliver CSE, or to do so thoroughly. This suggests a need not only to develop 
a strong CSE curriculum, but to train teachers in its delivery, building up their confidence and comfort 
levels. As one service provider suggested, I have  personal opinion  we have to uild a training for 
teachers on a regular asis and co unit  level  e have to train people so that we can provide the ost 
infor ation  
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This section sets out the current legal and policy provisions that impact on SRH services and analyses these 
in relation to how they shape and influence young people’s access. Laws that regulate access to services 
for young people do so primarily by restricting access to specific services or by limiting young people’s 
ability to make independent, private decisions about their health. These provisions, in conjunction with 
social norms, and other socio-economic factors, determine how favourable the environment is to young 
people’s access to SRH services. This section focuses on three major areas of SRH service provision that 
are particularly important for young people: access to contraception, HIV and STIs, and abortion. 

8.1  Law and policy: adolescents access to SRH

Nepal’s legal and policy framework governing adolescents’ access to sexual and reproductive health 
services is highly permissive. Several key policy documents address the right of adolescents to access 
comprehensive SRH information and services. The National edical tandards for eproductive ealth 
N  olu e  ontraceptive ervices  mentions the rights of unmarried adolescents to access 

contraception, as well as their right to privacy and confidentiality in the context of service provision.60  

The National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  (NAHDS) further makes explicit the full, 
comprehensive package of services that should be provided to adolescents. The NAHDS has, as one 
of its general objectives, to ‘increase accessibility and utilisation of health and counselling services for 
adolescents.’ One of the specific objectives is ‘[t]o increase access and utilisation of adolescent friendly 
health care services in order to reduce the incidence of early frequent and unwanted childbearing, STIs 
including HIV/AIDS, malnutrition and other medical problems including mental health issues.’62 The 
activities falling beneath this specific objective relate to the establishment of youth-friendly services 
and the provision of an integrated package of services which, according to Annex I of the NAHDS, 
includes information on human sexuality, contraceptive services, safe motherhood services, management 
of unsafe abortion complications, and information on HIV and STIs, amongst others. The NAHDS was 
passed before the new abortion law came into effect in 2003; as a result, access to safe abortion services 
is not included in the service and education package for adolescents.

Finally, the National Youth Polic 63, passed in 2010, makes reproductive health a priority. The Policy 
contains a section on Health and Family Welfare, which provides that: ‘special programs shall be launched 
in order to bring about improvement in the status of reproductive health of women, while establishing 
the right of women to reproductive health.’64  However, the policy fails to mention the reproductive health 
of men and does not specifically mention what is needed in order to ‘improve the status of reproductive 
health of women’. 

8.  Access to services

  inistr  of ealth and Population  National edical tandards for eproductive ealth  olu e  ontraceptive ervices  vaila le 
at  http nfhp si co es ocs National edical tandard olI nglish th dition pdf Last access  cto er  

 inistr  of ealth  National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  vaila le at  http www outh polic co Policies
Nepal National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg pdf Last accessed  cto er 

 inistr  of ealth  National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  vaila le at  http www outh polic co Policies
Nepal National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg pdf Last accessed  cto er 

  inistr  of Youth and port  National Youth Polic   vaila le at  http www outhpolic org national Nepal National Youth
Polic pdf

  inistr  of Youth and port  National Youth Polic   vaila le at  http www outhpolic org national Nepal National Youth
Polic pdf
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8.2 Access to contraceptives

8.2.1 Knowledge and perceptions of law
The NMSRH contains an entire chapter on the provision of contraception to “adolescents” (defined 
as personas ages 10 to 19).65 The NMSRH provides that married and unmarried adolescents should 
have access to confidential contraceptive counselling and services without a re uire ent for parental 
involve ent 66 During counselling, adolescents have the right to obtain information on all forms of 
contraception, including emergency contraception, abstinence and natural family planning methods. 
Importantly, the NMSRH emphasizes that counselling and services should be provided in non-judgmental 
ways that protect the privacy of adolescent clients and promotes the use of contraceptive methods for 
those who are sexually active.67  

Evidence from the study indicates that neither service providers, nor young people, are aware of this 
policy. When asked about the law on young people’s access to contraceptives, more than two thirds, 
68.2%, of service providers believed that there are restrictions to young people’s access to contraceptive 
services, based on age or marital status, and this was the case for over 93.7% of young people. 

When young people were asked about the law in qualitative interviews and focus group discussions they 
generally said that there were not any law, or that they did not know about the law; indicating that their 
responses in the surveys may have been based on their ‘best guess’ about legal rules, rather than firm 
and fixed ideas about the existence of law, and what is says. 

Young people, 63.68%, were most likely to answer that the law prohibits provision of contraceptives to 
unmarried people. This compares to only 15.9% of service providers who thought that contraceptives are 
only available to young people who are married. Girls (71.4%) were especially likely to answer that the 
law prohibits unmarried youth from access to contraceptive services, compared to boys (55.4% thought 
this),68 however, no differences based on gender were observed in the service providers’ survey. 

Respondents in the survey were asked, both their opinions about when young people should be allowed 
to access contraceptives, and their understanding about what the law says on these matters. Some 
interesting patterns emerged. Service providers tended to hold attitudes that were more conservative 
than their perceptions of legal rules.69 For young people this pattern was reversed, with young people 
believing the law to be more restrictive on access to contraceptives, than they themselves thought that 
it ought to be.70 Given how permissive the policy framework actually is, these results indicate that whilst 
service providers do not possess accurate knowledge of details of policy rules, they do nonetheless, have 
some understanding of its generally permissive character. Young people, on the other hand, appear to 
have very limited information about their rights and entitlements to access contraceptives contained 
within national policy. 

Perceptions of parental consent requirements
Furthermore, exactly half, 50%, of providers believed that parental consent is required in order to provide 
adolescents access to contraceptives, despite the fact that the NMSRH explicitly mandates provision of 
contraceptives to young people without parental involvement. Of those providers who believed that 

  inistr  of ealth and Population  National edical tandards for eproductive ealth  olu e  ontraceptive ervices  vaila le 
at  http nfhp si co es ocs National edical tandard olI nglish th dition pdf Last access  cto er  hapter 

 inistr  of ealth  National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  vaila le at  http www outh polic co Policies
Nepal National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg pdf Last accessed  cto er  hapter 

 inistr  of ealth  National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg  vaila le at  http www outh polic co Policies
Nepal National dolescent ealth and evelop ent trateg pdf Last accessed  cto er  hapter 

  hi s uare  p

  This result was signi cant  two tailed paired sa ple t test  p

  This result was not signi cant  two tailed paired sa ple t test  p   one tailed test  p
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  ocus group discussion  parents  avre   Nove er 

  Individual interview  e  infor ant  outh organisation  ur an  ath andu   Nove er 

parental consent is required for access to contraceptives, 54.6% considered these requirements to be 
based on a young person’s marital status (believing that unmarried youth require parental consent to 
access contraceptives), and the remainder, 45.5%, believed that consent requirements are based on a 
young person’s age.

Significantly as many as 86.8% of young people in the survey believed that parental consent is required 
for adolescents to access contraceptives. Young people from poorer backgrounds were considerably 
more likely to think that parental consent is required for access than those from wealthier backgrounds.71  
Unlike for service providers, most young people believed that consent requirements are based on 
age, with the majority of young people who thought that there were parental consent requirements, 
considering that this is the case for adolescents under the age of 18 years. The basis for this belief is 
unclear; however, it appears to be related to legal norms concerning childhood, which typically define 
the age of majority as 18 years.

The fact that so many young people, and indeed service providers, believed there to be parental consent 
requirements for young people to access contraceptives is highly significant, given the findings from the 
qualitative research concerning the stigma and shame associated with being sexually active at a young 
age and prior to marriage. Young people interviewed during  the qualitative research were clear that 
they would never be willing to seek out parental permission to access contraceptives, and indeed that 
they would not expect a positive answer if they were do so: if the  as  their parents  the  will sa  no  so 
the  don’t as  the  are too sh  the parents will scold the   if oung people  as  their parents  their 
parents will re ect the  oung people  will do it in secret   Parents included in the qualitative research 
also confirmed these perceptions of how they would react to their adolescent children asking them for 
advice about accessing contraception: rst  we wouldn’t now a out that  e won’t accept that  efore 

arriage   

It appears, therefore, that the only option is for young people to access contraceptive services privately 
and in secret. In this contexts, widely held perceptions that legal rules require parental consent for young 
people to access contraceptives, are likely to create significant barriers to access to contraceptives for 
young people in practice. 

8.2.2  Practices and experiences

If we tal  a out contraceptives  there are not legal arriers per se  ut there is a lot of stig a and 
discri ination especiall  for oung people  This goes for access to infor ation too  ecause of 
the ta oo around sexualit  people don’t get infor ation easil  or  contraceptives it’s law versus 
practice  It’s ore a out attitudes within societ

The data indicates that a range of contraceptive methods are readily available in Nepal. According to 
surveyed services providers, the most frequently provided contraceptive method is the oral contraceptive 
pill (97.7% of providers reported providing the Pill) followed by hormonal injections (reportedly provided 
by 86.4% of providers in the survey). The least available non-permanent method of contraception was 
found to be the IUD. Private health providers (94.4%) were found to be significantly more likely to provide 
IUDs than public providers. 
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Although contraceptive services may be widely available in Nepal, this does not mean that they are 
readily available to young people. The data indicates that there are significant barriers to young people’s 
access to contraceptive services, especially for those young people who are unmarried. Young people 
interviewed in the qualitative research were highly sceptical that a young sexually active unmarried 
couple would be able to access contraception: 

a il  planning is not accessi le for oung people  ecause of their oung age  

hat a out condo s  

The  are too oung  Not accessi le  

Participants spoke of the stigma associated with sex before marriage, and the judgemental attitudes of 
service providers as significant factors impeding young people’s ability to access services; young people 
explained: 

ervice providers  as  a lot of uestions  The wa  the  see us will change  

ow  

The reaction of their face  The  eco e red  If ou go to u  phar ac  the  will loo  li e this 
s uinting and loo ing udge ental  

No  if the  are s all then no  If the ounger age d children  go to phar acists  the  as  ore 
uestions  The  as  ou wh  ou need this  It depends on the individual phar acist  ontraception 

is o a  inside arriage  efore arriage  sex could e illegal  It’s not actuall  illegal ut it’s 
unaccepta le   

If the  go directl  to the shop or health post  the people there will as  the  wh  do ou need this’  
I thin  it will e dif cult for the  to access  The  will also feel unco forta le and sh  

Young people also explained that this stigma would be especially likely to create barriers to access to 
contraceptive services for young women and girls; which fits with the findings that the shame associated 
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84  hi s uare  p

with sex before marriage is especially heightened for girls. Young people interviewed in the qualitative 
research were clear that unmarried girls would be even less likely to seek out contraceptives than boys:

ho would e ore li el  to access contraception  

o s  If a girl went to u  contraception  the  will thin  negativel  a out her  o s  have so e 
freedo  a out these things  ore than girls  

o s are ore co forta le to as  for contraception  girls co e sh l 81 

irls will feel sh  to access contraception   o  will nd it easier  ccording to the societ  o s 
are prioriti ed over girls  If girls go to the clinic  there will e tal  

re phar acists friendl  to oung people

o e are good  so e are not  If she is a girl  the  will never give contraception  to her  There are 
so e girls who go  The phar acists  as  a lot of uestions  

These findings are clearly supported by evidence from the service survey data, whereby boys (19.6%) 
were significantly more likely to report ever accessing a contraceptive service than girls (2.1%).84  

It is also of note that of the minority of young people in the survey who reported ever having accessed 
a contraceptive service, more than half, 60%, reported to have been denied access. Young people were 
especially likely to report being denied access to contraceptive service which require a prescription (e.g. 
contraceptive pills, injections, implants and IUDs), however, rates of reportedly being denied access to 
condoms were still found to be high, with 37.5%, of young people who ever tried to obtain a condom 
reporting having previously been denied. 

Overall reported rates of access to contraceptive services by unmarried youth in the survey were found to 
be low. The most frequently accessed contraceptive method by young people was found to be condoms. 
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8.3  Access to HIV counselling testing and other STI related services

The National Polic  on I  and TIs has the following two objectives: ‘a) To reduce rates of HIV infection by 
creating an environment appropriate for prevention, treatment and care, and b) to protect and promote 
the human right of the affected and high risk group people by abolishing the negative values, stigma and 
discrimination related to HIV/AIDS.’85  

The National uidelines for I I  ounselling and Testing (VCT Guidelines) specify that those aged 
18 or older may consent independently to voluntary counselling and testing (VCT) services. The general 
rule for under-18s is that parental or guardian consent is required.86  For adolescents aged 14 to 17 years, 
VCT may be provided without parental or guardian consent on a ‘case-by-case basis’ if the counsellor 
deems that the person has sufficient maturity to understand the testing procedures and results. The best 
interests of the child are paramount in determining whether VCT should be provided and, if so, whether 
it can be done without parental or guardian consent.87  

It is noteworthy that the VCT Guidelines Section D states that, in general, the ‘legal age of consent is 18 
years.’ It is unclear to which other services, if any, this age restriction applies, but it may be considered to 
apply to STI services in general. This statement is in line with Chapter 12(2) of the Muluki Ain, which states 
that certain surgeries can only be carried out on minors (under 18) with the consent of the guardian. This 
section, which is entitled ‘Medical Treatment,’ does not mention consent for any other medical services. 

Evidence from the survey indicates that service providers do not have accurate knowledge and information 
concerning law and policy regulating access to HIV testing and treatment. Only one service provider 
included in the study correctly identified that the policy requires parental consent for adolescents ages 
14-18s years on the basis of a competency assessment; a further four service providers answered that 
parental consent is required for all under 18s; two answered that consent is required for under 16s; two 
that is required for under 14s, and three that is required for unmarried persons. The majority of service 
providers believed there to be no parental requirements for access to HIV testing and treatment. The 
results were very similar for perceptions of rules regulating young people’s access to STI services. 

It is highly interesting to note that whilst the policy framework that governs adolescents’ access to 
contraceptive services specifically provides that they may do so without parental involvement, and the 
policy framework that governs access to HIV (and possibly other forms of STI testing) does require 
parental consent, service providers were significantly88 more likely to consider there to be no consent 
requirements for HIV (68.8%) and other STI’s (70.5%) than for contraceptive services (50%). These findings 
suggest that service providers’ perceptions of legal rules are influenced by cultural and normative ideas, 
rather than accurate information about legal and policy frameworks. 

Few young people in the survey reported ever having accessed an HIV (4.2%) or other STI (3.7%) test. 
Only one service provider reported ever having a denied a young persons’ access to an STI test. 

8.4 Access to SRH for young people for early-married youth

Whilst, taboos prohibiting sex before marriage create significant barriers to access to SRH services for 
unmarried youth, married youth also face a number of pressures and challenges in relation to SRH. 
Reduced access to SRH services, along with restrictive social norms in relation to youth sexuality are 
significant drivers of early marriage, particularly for young women and girls, meanwhile, the SRMH 
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consequences of early marriage can be severe. Research indicates that girls aged 15-19 years are twice 
as likely to die of complications during pregnancy and childbirth compared to women aged 20–24, and 
young mothers may less equipped to care for their new born babies, resulting in higher rates of neo-
natal and infant loss.89  Furthermore, multiple studies have evidenced that young brides are relatively less 
able to negotiate power within different facets of married and domestic life, including sexual relations, 
contraceptive use, childbearing and others.90 They are likely to suffer an increased risk of domestic 
violence, sexually-transmitted infections, maltreatment and rape; and are more likely to internalize the 
idea that such treatment is acceptable and justified.91  

A young mother (17) interviewed for this research explained how she had had difficulty negotiating the 
use of contraceptives with her husband after marriage:  hus and doesn’t now a out these things  
It also  depends on his ood  hen he’s drun  he doesn’t want to use  She also explained that her 
husband was often violent to her and that they were struggling to cope financially; and she considered 
the fact that she had got married so young to be the root cause of many of her troubles: don’t get 

arried earl  ou will face pro le s  pro le s with the ids  distur ances  our  hus and will give ou 
harass ent  There’s not enough one    

8.5 Access to Abortion

8.5.1 Legal framework on access to abortion
Abortion law in Nepal is partly restrictive, establishing direct legal barriers to access for women in their 
second and third trimester of pregnancy, as well as establishing restrictions for girls under the age of 16. 
The law was reformed significantly in 2002; formerly, abortion was equated with murder in Nepal and 
only available if the pregnant person’s life was at risk. Prior to reform, according to a report by the Center 
for Research on Environment Health and Population Activities (CREHPA), up to twenty per-cent of women 
in the country’s prisons were there on convictions of illegal abortion.94 

The law in relation to abortion is set out in Number 28 of the ulu i in  which establishes that any person 
who commits abortion or causes abortion by doing any act with intention or knowingly or with sufficient 
reason to believe that such an act is likely to cause an abortion shall be punished with imprisonment for 
a term of one year when the foetus is up to twelve weeks old; imprisonment of three years in the case 
that the foetus is up to twenty five weeks old; and imprisonment for a term of five years in the case that 
the foetus is over twenty five weeks (Number 28).95  

Number 28B sets out exceptions, where abortion may be legally provided. These include: if the foetus is 
under 12 weeks; if the foetus is under 18 weeks in cases of rape or incest; and, in a case where an expert 
provides advice that if the abortion is not carried out the life of the woman may be in danger, her physical 
or mental health may be deteriorated, or a disabled child may be born. In addition to falling into one 
of these three categories, an abortion must be ‘carried out by a qualified and registered health worker, 
upon fulfilling the procedures as prescribed by the Government of Nepal’, and with the consent of the 
pregnant woman. 
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The Muluki Ain also contains provisions on sex selective abortion. Number 28C establishes that a person 
who undergoes ‘procedures undertaken to determine the sex of foetuses for the purposes of committing 
the offense of abortion’ shall be liable to imprisonment for a term ranging from three months to six 
months (28C). Number 28D establishes that undertaking an abortion after having undergone such a 
procedure will carry a punishment of imprisonment for up to two years.

Additional regulation of abortion services
In 2003, after the reform of the law to legalise abortion (in some circumstances), the government issued 
a ‘National Safe Abortion Policy,’ which is largely progressive. The policy promises the provisions of ‘safe, 
accessible and affordable’ comprehensive abortion care services.96  The policy promotes the accessibility 
of abortion services, establishing that service providers must be authorised, but that the authorisation 
process should be as simple as possible, and that referral networks should be put into place to ensure 
that women have access to authorised services.97 While processes to ensure that abortion service for 
women are safe are extremely important, such provisions could function to limit the availability of services 
especially in rural or more remote areas where certain facilities may not be available of where there may 
be a lack of health professionals. As will be explored in the following section, over ten years after abortion 
was legalised in Nepal, lack of availability of services in rural areas is still a significant barrier to young 
women and girls’ access to safe abortion.

The policy also establishes women’s rights in relation to abortion, including that ‘women have the right to 
continue or discontinue an unwanted pregnancy within the legal framework’, and that they have the right 
to do so confidentially. According to the policy, ‘the health institution and or/service provider providing 
CAC services must not disclose any personal information pertaining to the client and provide assurance 
to the client about maintained confidentiality’.98  

Finally, the policy also mandates the provision of ‘abortion information’ and advocacy on the prevention 
of unwanted pregnancy, the danger of unsafe abortion and abortion stigma.99  

Age-based restrictions to access to abortion
Importantly, the National Abortion Policy also provides that informed consent from a ‘nearest relative’100  
is required in order for a woman under the age of 16 years or who is not mentally competent to access 
an abortion.101 This provision creates a direct legal barrier for girls who are unwilling or unable to obtain 
the consent of a family member to access abortion. 

Impact of legal reform
Evidence demonstrates that since the liberalisation of the Nepalese abortion law, fewer abortion 
complications have presented at public health facilities. The new law appears to have reduced unsafe 
abortion and its consequences. However, given that pregnant persons are only able to seek abortion 
within the first trimester (or up to 18 weeks gestation, if resulting from rape or incest), the law will not 
fully curb the incidence of unsafe abortion amongst persons wishing to terminate at later stages.102 
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Furthermore, as is explored in the sections below, the legacy of the restrictive law may also serve as a 
barrier either due to misperceptions and understanding of the law on abortion, or stigma that is left from 
the previous legal barrier.

8.5.2 Knowledge and perceptions of abortion law – service providers
Evidence from the study suggests that service providers are largely aware of legal provisions regulating 
abortion. Of the 47 service providers surveyed, none thought that abortion was prohibited in Nepal 
without exception. Furthermore, the majority of service providers appear to understand the law correctly. 

42% of service providers surveyed reported that abortion is always legally permitted, regardless of the 
circumstances (which it is, in the first trimester), and 51% reported that abortions are permitted if a 
woman meets certain criteria (which is the case in the second and third trimesters). Of those respondents 
who thought abortion is permitted depending on particular circumstances, 87% agreed that abortion 
was permitted in a case of rape or incest (which it is in the first 18 weeks), 92% agreed that abortion was 
permitted if a woman’s health would deteriorate with continued pregnancy (which is the case), and 79% 
agreed that abortion was permitted if the child would be born with a disability (which is also the case).

Importantly, when asked specifically about the gestational periods set out in the law, 61% of service 
providers surveyed correctly answered that abortion services are only legally available to women in all 
cases within the first 12 weeks of pregnancy, but within the first 18 weeks in cases of rape or incest. 38% 
thought, incorrectly, that abortion services are only legally available to women within the first 12 weeks 
of pregnancy, regardless of whether they were victims of rape or incest – this is problematic as it suggests 
that some service providers believe the law to be more restrictive than it actually is. No service providers 
surveyed thought that there are no legal time restrictions on abortion. 

Service providers included in the qualitative research also demonstrated an accurate understanding of 
the circumstances in which abortion may be legally provided: 

If the  are elow  the  ust ta e parents’ consent  The  can’t do a ortion after  wee s  up 
to  wee s onl  if it’s non consensual sexual relations  If the foetus or other’s health is at ris  
a ortion can e provided at an  ti e  There is no sex selective a ortion   

e provide edical and surgical a ortion services  elow  the  have to co e with the guardian  
The law states that we can provide a ortion within  wee s  e onl  do it within the legal criteria  
If a wo an co es after  wee s  we won’t do a referral  It can e for an  reason within  wee s  

fter  wee s  we refer for cases of rape and incest  e have to refer these cases  e onl  do 
a ortion up to  wee s edical a ortion  e refer to the govern ent hospital for the second 
tri ester   

The majority of service providers surveyed were aware that there are parental consent requirements in 
the law for minors. Problematically, 36% of service providers believed consent requirements to be more 
restrictive than they are in the National Safe Abortion Policy, reporting that the law requires them to 
obtain parental consent if a 17-year-old girl tried to access an abortion. 80% correctly stated that the 
law requires them to obtain parental consent for a 14 year old who tries to access an abortion and 12% 
believed that even for a 14-year-old, the law does not require parental consent. 

The majority of service providers interviewed for the qualitative research were also familiar with, and 
correctly articulated, the consent requirements in the law:
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re there an  age restrictions on a ortion in Nepal  

There are no age restrictions  elow  if the  co e for a ortion the  need a guardian’s consent 
 law  It could e uncle  rother  aunt or other fa il  e er  It is not co pulsor  to co e with 

our father or other  

hat is the law in providing a ortion to oung people  

If the  are elow  the  ust ta e the parent’s consent  

When asked about their views on the consent requirement, and in particular whether it may deter young 
women from accessing services, several service providers explained that they see it as important to 
obtain parental consent in order to protect themselves in case something were to go wrong during the 
procedure. As one key informant explained: 

If oung people are elow  or  she has to e acco panied  so eone  o eti es ou need 
so eone there  If the  are   if ou do edical a ortion  it is ne  ut if ou go for  then 
ou now a lot of co plications can happen and ou need to go to the govern ent hospital  There  

the  will want to ll all the for s  The parents will have to go  There are lots of cases where if 
so ething goes wrong with the patient  the parents will eat the doctors  It’s good to have so eone 
there  

Service providers did acknowledge that consent requirements may impact on young people’s willingness 
to seek abortion services, however:

o ou feel the parental consent re uire ent deters so e oung wo en fro  accessing a ortion

In an  cases  in the case of so eone less than  ears  the  lad  will feel hesitant  In an  cases  
the parent rought their own daughter  

Given the stigma that exists in Nepal around young (and unmarried) women’s sexual activity, consent 
requirements are likely to create barriers to young women and girls’ access to abortion.

8.5.3  Knowledge and perceptions of abortion law – young people
Perhaps unsurprisingly, young people’s knowledge of law and policy on abortion was less accurate than 
service providers’ knowledge; 17% of young people surveyed reported that abortion is never permitted 
according to the law, and 8% reported that they did not know or preferred not to answer. 10% of young 
people surveyed reported that there are no legal restrictions on abortion, and the majority, 66%, reported 
that women can access abortion when they meet specific legal criteria. Of those who reported that certain 
criteria must be met in order for abortion to be legal, just over one third (36 %) stated that a woman can 
legally access abortion if she is a victim of rape or incest; three quarters (74%) stated that a woman can 
legally access abortion if her life is in danger; nearly two thirds (63%) reported to believe that a woman 
can legally access abortion to preserve her health; and, only a quarter (25%) believed that a woman can 
legally access abortion if her child would be disabled. These results are problematic as a high proportion 
of young people surveyed believe the law on abortion to be more restrictive than it actually is. Similarly, 
of the young people who believe abortion to be legal, nearly 40% reported that it is only legal in the first 
trimester, which is more restrictive than the law.

Indeed, in qualitative interactions young people demonstrated mixed knowledge of the law, with some 
correctly identifying the law, but many stating that they did not know about the law. A youth peer 
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educator explained that, particularly in rural areas, young people do not know that abortion has been 
legalised, which may serve to reinforce stigma around access and lead to the use of illegal abortion: It’s 
legalised in law  In practice  there’s still stig a  an  don’t now that it has een legalised  

Young people surveyed for the study also took an overly expansive view of legal requirements relating to 
parental consent: 65% reported that according to the law a 17 year old needs parental consent to access 
abortion; only 27% reported (correctly) that she does not. Young people participating in the qualitative 
research also tended to be aware that it is necessary for young people to obtain parental consent in order 
to access abortion, and, in some cases, expressed that this is in their own interest: “It is better if she gets 
permission; it’s not law. It is better if she counsel with her parents. She is just 15 years old, she needs 
parental consent to get abortion services according to the law.”110 

Whilst it is perhaps not surprising that many young people included in the study lacked accurate 
knowledge of the law on abortion, that fact that their perceptions of the law tended to be more restrictive 
than the actual law is problematic, and appears to have implications for their access to safe and legal 
abortion services. 

8.5.4 Access to legal and safe abortion
Survey data indicates that service providers do implement legal restrictions on abortion in practice; over 
half (52.5%) of the service providers surveyed who provide abortion services reported that they had 
denied a woman access to abortion because the she did not meet the necessary legal criteria. And whilst 
only four young people included in the survey reported having attempted to access an abortion (one 
attempted to access medical abortion, one attempted to access surgical abortion and two attempted to 
access both), only one of the four was able to successfully access medical abortion and one was able to 
successfully access surgical abortion. It is interesting to note that the majority of the young people who 
were denied access to abortion stated that this was (at least in part) because of their age. 

In focus group discussions and interviews, young people consistently raised abortion as an option that 
is available to young women and girls. Indeed, many young people stated that they would encourage a 
friend to have an abortion were she to become pregnant out of wedlock:

hat advice would ou give to a friend who discovered she was pregnant after having sex with her 
o friend  

afe a ortion there is consensus fro  all participants e advise her to tal  to her parents  he 
would get safe a ortion  he should tal  to her parents  her elder friends or est friends 111 

If she doesn’t want to have the a  the result is a ortion  

Yes  a ortion is availa le  ou go to the hospital  

here could she get an a ortion

ospital  ealth post  ospital if she tells a out her pregnanc  too late there is no a ortion after 
 onths or  onths 114 

In fact, respondents tended to described abortion as an imperative for a young person who becomes 
pregnant outside of marriage, unless she was able to marry her sexual partner. A group of parents 
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succinctly summarised a pregnant girl’s options: If she was ature enough to handle it  then I would hand 
her over to the gu  If he runs awa  I would opt for a ortion  

Interestingly, when asked to discuss their views on abortion, respondents did not appear to find abortion 
objectionable in and of itself. The stigma around abortion appears to be an extension of the intense 
stigma around the sexual activity of young, unmarried women:

If a girl has an a ortion  what is the idea of her in the co unit  

lut  In a ad wa  he will e called es a’ prostitute  

ould a girl’s arital status affect her a ilit  to get an a ortion  

Yes  it atters to the societ  ut at the hospital it is ept ver  con dential  ro  a societal viewpoint 
she a  get an  pro le s  

Interestingly, when asked about their opinions on whether abortion should be legal, girls were significantly 
more likely to think that abortion should always be prohibited than boys were.118 This may reflect the 
fact that social norms which prohibit sexual activity for unmarried young people are more flexible for 
boys than they are for girls. These norms create significant barriers to accessing abortion services, as is 
demonstrated by the following exchange with a service provider:

o oung people face an  legal arriers in accessing services  

or the oung people  if the  get pregnant  it is ver  dif cult to get an a ortion

h  is it dif cult for the  to access a ortion  

There is fear of the societ  or fa il  It is so dif cult also ecause the  are un arried

Is it the girls that do now want to go or is it the facilit  that re ects the  

It is their own low self estee  and fear of losing dignit  the  don’t go to get a ortion  hen the  
co e to the health centre the providers are ver  nice to the  

Due in part to the high levels of stigma surrounding abortion, respondents explained that despite the 
fact that abortion has been legalised in Nepal, young people continue to access illegal and often unsafe 
abortion: The ain pro le  is that the wo en doesn’t go to the recognised service provider  wo en 
here don’t li e to go to a recognised a ortion centre ecause the  feel a loss of dignit  ho do the  now 
in the centre  The  go secretl  to other private places  and we’re not sure the  are certi ed  

The continued occurrence of unsafe and illegal abortion in Nepal is also due to the fact that safe, registered 
abortion providers are not always easily accessible, particularly for women and girls living in rural areas: 

eographical access has een a arrier to health services in an  cases  If ou tal  a out contraceptive 
and a ortion services  people have to go to uac  doctors  it’s unsafe a ortion  

Several service providers mentioned that medical abortions can be obtained through pharmacies in 
Nepal, a practice which does not appear to be consistent with the National Abortion Policy:

ow an  oung people do ou see for a ortion per da
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There were ore than  per onth efore there was edical a ortion  There are also the rules  
for edical a ortion the  have to go to the phar ac  It’s eas  to do  so the  don’t need to co e 
to the clinic  

Respondents explained that young women prefer to obtain a medical abortion in a pharmacy, given that 
it can be done anonymously and without parental consent: 

ex is not open in our societ  so if the oung wo an gets pregnant she won’t tell her parents  he 
will go to the phar ac  herself and get the pills without parental consent  If the parents now  the  
won’t accept  The  a  re ect their daughter  and for fear of this she goes secretl  to the phar ac  
to get the pills   

This also suggests that legal consent requirements applied to under 16s create barriers to young women’s 
access to safe abortion services.

Finally, a number of young people held the misperception that abortion poses health risks, and can cause 
infertility: 

Is it eas  for a oung person to get a ortion  

The  will e as ed too an  uestions  The  will face too an  pro le s  If the  go for a ortion 
there will e an  health pro le s  

hat ind of health pro le s  

ea ness  Ph sical wea ness  or the future  the  a  get pro le s with future pregnanc  fro  
a ortion  or the second ti e  the  a  not get pregnant   

Perceptions about health risks, which respondents described as being particularly severe for young 
women, likely relate to social norms according to which adolescent girls are not physically ready for child 
birth or sex. 
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9.2 Gender and sexual minorities (LGBT)

9.2.1 The legal framework
Nepal has relatively progressive legislation with regard to the recognition of gender and sexual minorities. 

Criminalisation of ‘unnatural offences’
Unlike other countries in the region and beyond, is noteworthy that ‘sodomy’ has never been criminalised 
in Nepal.125 (Perhaps due to the fact that Nepal was never colonized by a European state, who were 
largely responsible for introducing such legislation in countries in the region, and beyond). 

As discussed in section 6 of this report the age of sexual consent for boys who have sex with boys in 
Nepal, is the same as the legal age of sexual consent for different-sex couples: at 16 years of age (the 
law does not contemplate the situations of girls who have sex with girls). However, it is important to note 
that the language of the provision on ‘sodomy’ in the ulu i in reflects discriminatory attitudes related 
to same-sex sexual acts amongst males: the term ‘unnatural sexual intercourse,’ which appears in other 
parts of the Code, stigmatizes those for whom anal sex is a natural expression of their sexual desires and 
preferences. 

Pant v. Nepal
In 2007 the Supreme Court decision in Pant v. Nepal called for the recognition of the human rights of 
sexual and gender minorities, and made Nepal one of just a few countries in the world that officially 
acknowledges a third gender category within law.126 The judgment mandated the abolishment of all 
discriminatory legal provisions, and required the law to take account of a third gender: 

If an  legal provisions exist that restrict the people of third gender fro  en o ing funda ental 
rights and other hu an rights provided  Part III of the onstitution and international conventions 
relating to the hu an rights which Nepal has alread  rati ed and applied as national laws  with 
their own identit  such provisions shall e considered as ar itrar  unreasona le and discri inator  
i ilarl  the action of the state that enforces such laws shall also e considered as ar itrar  

unreasona le and discri inator   

In addition, the verdict established that persons of third gender should be able to identify as such on 
citizenship documents. The court stated: 

Legal provisions should e ade to provide for gender identit  to the people of transgender or third 
gender  under which fe ale third gender  ale third gender and intersexual are grouped  as per the 
concerned person’s self feeling   

9. Non-discrimination
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On September 3rd 2012, the Nepalese Government granted legal recognition and citizenship to the 
first Nepali, post-operative transsexual. In a meeting on 3rd September 2012 the Cabinet instructed 
the Nepal Medical Board (NMB) to find out: whether Panta had changed sex and if there were an  
feelings of apath  afterchanging sex’ and to assess Panta’s ental state and ehavioural changes   A 
three-member committee formed at the Nepal Medical Board certified Panta as female, confirming 
the sex change.130  

Nevertheless, progress towards implementing the Pant v. Nepal verdict has been piecemeal and slow. 
There have been reports of obstructions and administrative hassles at the local level, and up until 2012, 
only a few individuals had registered as third gender on their citizenship identification cards.129  

Access to legal change of sex
Although there is no statute in Nepal that sets out law in relation to a change of sex, in September 
2012, the Cabinet office made the landmark decision to grant citizenship to a post-operative transsexual 
woman. The decision opened up new possibilities for legal recognition of individuals who changed their 
sex, including through medical and surgical interventions. 

Protection under the Constitution
Further, in 2015, Nepal adopted a new Constitution that is inclusive of people identifying as third gender: 
Article 18, bans discrimination based on gender or sexual orientation, whilst also leaving room for future 
laws for the protection, empowerment or advancement of ‘gender and sexual minorities.131  Furthermore, 
Article 42 recognizes the right to social justice for ‘gender and sexual minorities’, including the right to 
participate in State bodies.132  As one legal expert put it, legislation in Nepal is now some of the most 
inclusive in the world for gender and sexual minorities, and looks excellent ‘on paper’:

e are the rst countr  in sia to have written a out sexual and gender inorities  e are rst in 
the world issuing passport for those who identit  as other’ 

hat is it li e in practice  

In Nepal  ever thing loo s good on paper  ut  there is no effort to ainstrea  L TI  
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As expressed by this provider, whilst legislation is progressive, this has not immediately translated into 
protection from discrimination in practice; as another respondent argued:

Nepal doesn’t have an  arriers in ter s of legal issues  ut of course  for arginali ed oung 
people  L T people  oung girls who have experienced sexual violence  there is still discri ination 
ased on who the  are  

9.2.2 Discrimination in practice
Many respondents included in the study expressed tolerant attitudes towards gender and sexual 
minorities, as one participant noted: “Nepali people are very nice to [LGBT}. [We] don’t discriminate 
against them. We can see that Nepalese society is a bit tolerant.”135  Others, however, had a different view: 
the co unit  doesn’t treat trans people  well  The  tease the  the  tell the  the  are half ale and 

half fe ale  LGBT individuals spoke of the lingering stigma from communities, police harassment, and 
the pressure they face to conform to heteronormative roles: 

I a  not accepted    fa il  co unit  If I have to go ho e  I change to a nor al o  It’s 
so dif cult  I feel so  It’s a ver  hard ti e for e  I now the fa il  pressure and prestige  ust for 
the sa e of  fa il  I do that   

There was evidence that gender and sexuality minorities are liable to be objectified and sexualised; for 
example, one respondent explained: when people  thin  a out L T the rst thing  that co es to ind  
is sex  That’s their view  hen I sa  to  friend that I a  ga  the  thin  a out having sex with e   
There was an assumption amongst several respondents that most, if not all, trans individuals are sex 
workers. Indeed, it seems that due to social exclusion, entering into the sex industry is one of the few 
‘pathways’ available to many young trans people. A young trans sex worker interviewed in Kathmandu 
explained:

I wish there should e a law that the people shouldn’t discri inate us and we could  ehave 
li e nor al people and wor  openl  in the societ  I want to oin the Indian ar  If I were not a 
transgender  I would have oined ar  

Previous research has demonstrated that sexual minorities face barriers to entry into the workforce, due 
to discrimination during recruitment, and that, once within employment, they are especially liable to be 
harassed or dismissed on the grounds of their gender identity and/ or sexual orientation. Further, sexual 
and gender minorities are particularly liable to end up living on the streets, after eviction from their 
homes and communities by family members or other relatives. Landlords also reportedly discriminate 
against sexual and gender minorities, refusing them housing, or demanding higher rental payments, out 
of fear that they will engage in sex work, highlighting the cyclical and structural forms of exclusion and 
disadvantage that permeate their experiences.140  

9.2.3 Impact of discrimination on access to general SRH services
The continued stigma associated with being gender variant appears to have considerable impact on 
access to SRH services for minority groups. Evidence from the research indicates that service providers 
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within ‘mainstream’ services are, at best, not well oriented in relation to health issues faced by the LGBT 
community, and at worst, liable to express discriminatory and superior attitudes. One young trans woman 
described her experience, with government clinics, and noted that it dissuaded her from seeking to 
access non-specialised services:

ave ou ever tried accessing in the govern ent health facilities

Yes

ow did the  treat ou

The  feel surprised to see e  The  get surprised  The  hear a ale voice ut get a fe inine  the  
loo  at e strangel I feel ad  I don’t li e to go there  ut  not all facilities are availa le in  
specialist service  so I have to go there  I feel so ad 141 

Previous research has found that stigma in healthcare settings is common: that gender and sexual 
minority persons often experience judgment from health professionals, and are liable to be denied 
access to adequate care on the grounds of their sexual orientation or gender identity. In a survey of 
the experiences of sexual and gender minorities conducted by the Williams Institute in 2014, 23.1% of 
respondents reported being denied access to healthcare services.142 Access to healthcare was found to 
be particularly difficult for transgender respondents who defined as ‘third gender’; this compared to 
much lower rates (2.7%) of lesbian/gay respondents reported denial of healthcare services.143 Another 
study highlighted the challenges many young transwomen face in accessing sanitary products from 
pharmacies and retail outlets.144  

Overall evidence suggests that the health needs of sexual and gender minorities are often overlooked 
within universal health services in Nepal, and there is limited understanding about their mental and 
psychological health. In particular, the sexual and reproductive health of trans women and lesbian women 
is rarely discussed.145 

9.2.4 Access to specialised services for gender minority youth
There is a lack of law, policy and strategy in Nepal providing for access to hormonal replacement therapies 
(HRTs) and gender affirmation surgeries (GAS), and it appears from the data that these services are not 
readily available from public clinics in Nepal. 

Hormonal replacement therapies
Whilst a doctor’s prescription is legally required for access to HRTs, it appears that drugs are often 
bought ‘over the counter’ at pharmacies, and/ or exchanged amongst friends, who may have brought 
drugs overseas (e.g. in India or Thailand); placing individuals at significant risk of obtaining counterfeit 
drugs, and/ or administering the wrong doses. The following passages are illustrative:

ave ou een a le to access T

Yes
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ow do ou get our drugs

Through friends  the  also used to ta e a hor one   

People are ver  aware of the  The  are aware of how an  pills to ta e  o e ta e  
the selves  so e are under supervision   The  interact with other people  go to ang o  It’s not 
that dif cult  It’s not a s all inorit  

oes the govern ent provide T for oung trans people

Not fro  the govern ent  hat I heard is that it’s not provided in Nepal  the  go a road  I heard 
there are so e people who ta e these services 148 

Previous research has also shown that many transgender people take hormone supplements, without 
receiving adequate information about side effects and health risks, with many experiencing dangerous 
side effects. 

Furthermore, given that there is no public service provisions of HRTs, these drugs are typically expensive, 
creating barriers to access for those trans individuals from less advantaged backgrounds: as one service 
provider explained: It is legal to get T in Nepal  ut  It’s not afforda le to all  It’s also expensive  Those 
who are can afford  the  are ta ing  

Gender affirmation surgery
‘Gender affirmation’ surgery does not appear to be available in Nepal; access to medical surgeries involves 
international travel, and entails significant expenses:

re transgender people in Nepal a le to access ender af r ation surger

Not in Nepal  The  go to  Thailand  I don’t have one  ut I plan to go there  The neigh our friend 
did silicone i plant for reasts  I also want to go ut don’t have one  It was around  ust 
to a e the oo s esides transportation  verall  transportation  plus ever thing  it’s  I 
have never een to Thailand  

9.3 Survivors of sexual and gender based violence

Cultural norms, in particular those that deny young women and girls agency over their sexuality, that 
dictate that young women remain ‘pure’ and virginal until marriage, and that demand adherence to 
heteronormative expressions of male and female identity create a veil of silence surrounding incidents 
of sexual violence in Nepal, including sexual violence committed against women and girls, men and 
boys, and trans and third gender individuals. A culture of impunity for perpetrators is upheld by these 
norms, which is in turn supported by an inactive and abused law enforcement (police) response, family 
members who value secrecy over justice, and laws that place unrealistic expectations and time limits for 
reporting on survivors. Together these factors combine to create significant barriers to access to justices, 
and SGBV-related health services for survivors of violence. 

9.3.1 Survivors of family based violence
The legislative framework in relation to the protection of survivors of family based violence remains weak. 
Nepal passed family based violence legislation in 2008, which defines family violence as: ‘any form of 

 Interview  trans wo en who sell sex  ur an  ath andu   Nove er 

 Individual interview  legal expert  ath andu  Nove er 
148 Individual interview  fe ale service provider  peri ur an  ath andu  Nove er 

 Individual interview  legal expert  ath andu  Nove er 

 Interview  trans wo en who sell sex  ur an  ath andu  Nove er 
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physical, mental, sexual and economic abuse perpetrated by any person to the other person with whom 
he has a family relationship. The definition also implies to the acts of reprimand or emotional abuse.’151  
The Act sets out the procedures by which a person may bring a complaint against someone with whom 
she or he is in a ‘family relationship.’ However, the remedies are civil rather than criminal in nature, and, 
the statute of limitations - or the time limit within which a person has to make a complaint under the Act 
is set at 90 days from the commission of the act of domestic violence. 

Further, although the law does contemplate marital rape. Discriminatory provisions under the ulu i in 
prescribe that the maximum penalty for husbands who are convicted of raping their wives is six months 
incarceration, which is inordinately low, and indeed the lowest level of penalty for any crime of rape in 
Nepalese Law. 

In practice, survivors of family based violence face significant barriers to reporting and accessing services, 
due to a general lack of recognition of the severity of rape that occurs within marriage; which is reinforced 
by weak legal prohibition. In focus group discussions respondents were asked to consider a case of a 
husband who forces sex with his young wife; the following passage is illustrative of how participants 
responded: 

Your friend tells ou that she was raped  her hus and and wants to go to the police  Is this an 
option

There will e a conflict in the relationship  for the s all reason of sex in  arriage  the  shouldn’t 
go to the police   police case is not a wise decision  it can rea  trust etween two fa ilies   

A female survivor of family based violence interviewed in the context of this research spoke of how she 
feared reporting the case to the police, due to the ‘torture’ that her husband and his family might inflict 
on her for ‘the rest of her life’. Her experience with the justice system up to that point had not instilled 
her with faith in its ability to protect her from such ‘torture’.153  In her particular case, the perpetrator - her 
former husband - never received punishment for the abuse he inflicted. 

Case study: female survivor of family based violence

I married at 22 years of age; it was arranged marriage. I met [my husband] before marriage. But, I 
never knew about his character. I was the most beautiful from the family; seeing my beauty, he got 
married to me.

After marriage, the guy started to show his character, he started beating me. I was very shocked 
because the marriage was arranged - and it was accepted by the community. I was so shocked. I 
hid it from the community. I didn’t share it with my family; I just tolerated him and stayed with him. 

The torture was given daily to me. I never went back to my maternal home. I never let them know 
what I was suffering. I had a fear of the community. 

After 3 months, I ran away from the home and rode in a lorry. I came to my family’s home normally. 
There is a ritual to come back home [to visit], so I didn’t say anything. That guy – my husband never 
searched for me, but [due to my] fear of the culture, I went back to his home. I tolerated his torture 
and bad words. 
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After 8-9 months I conceived a baby. I went alone to get my pregnancy check-ups. My family never 
supported me in that. I was alone. At 9 months of pregnancy, there was a big fight; I wasn’t sure 
what would happen. At midnight, I left the home. I went to my sister’s home at midnight at Chava 
Hill. I never returned back until after the delivery. My sister helped me. 

The thing is I gave birth to a daughter; because of this, the family never came to see her face. 
Because I gave birth to a daughter, no one came; because of her gender. 

It is a ritual that after birth I [should] go to my husband’s house, so I took her. Somehow, I tolerated 
[him] for 1 month, but I was sick and not well. [My in-laws] didn’t take care of me; [there was] no food 
for me. Then after 25 days, I returned to my maternal home. [But there] they [also] discriminate[d] 
against me because I gave birth to a daughter. They [my maternal family] never took me back. After 
3 months, by the force of [my maternal] family, they took me [back] to my husband’s house. Then 
again, my husband started quarrelling - daily he started giving torture to me. 

When my baby was 3 years, at midnight my husband beat me so badly, and broke all the household 
crockery. I was so scared, and I was not sure what he would do to me and my baby. Again, I left at 
midnight. I had one friend - I went to her. 

My husband came back to search for me, but that lady helped me a lot. She protected me. She 
gave me food. I didn’t have a penny to myself. That friend gave me 100 rupees, and I went back to 
my maternal home. 

I talked to my brother. My brother was the one who had arranged the marriage. But my brother 
insisted that I go back to my husband’s home. It is a system – we have to go back. 

I went back, and again the same torture started. There is a fear of culture and taboos. Through my 
brother’s force, we lived together for 1 year. 

My husband locked me in the house. He took the key. There was nothing for me to eat. He didn’t 
come back for 1 month, then after that I decided I’d never go back with him. I can work so I can 
take care of my daughter on my own. 

When I had a problem, no one stood up for me; no one gave me justice. [So] I never feel fear 
anymore. The community people were not supporting me, and I knew this. I became confident. I 
got a job at hospital as a field worker paying 3,000 rupees per month. I wanted to give an education 
to my daughter, and that was 600 rupees, and the remaining was enough for me. My daughter did 
well. Until now, my daughter never asked about her father. 

I have been to many lawyers. I don’t like lawyers or advocates. After 6 years, I went to the court, 
and I was hoping to get something for my daughter, but I dropped the case as nothing happened 
for 3 years. What do you expect? I am surviving, so I have no expectations. We dropped the case. 
I dropped it. I never get the justice.

This law never sees us. The weakest part of Nepal is the law, from my experience. For me, I didn’t 
get any justice so I don’t like this law.154   
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According to the latest DHS data for Nepal, 28.8% of ever-married women had experienced physical or 
sexual violence at the hands of a partner or spouse.155  

9.3.2 Female survivors of rape and sexual assault (outside of marriage)
Whilst SGBV committed within the context of marriage is kept quiet to avoid disrupting familial 
relationships and trust between families; SGBV committed outside of the context of marriage is concealed 
through the stigma attached to extra-marital sex. Young, unmarried women who are subject to rape and 
sexual assault are silenced by social rules dictating that they remain virginal until marriage; speaking out 
about their experience may jeopardize survivors’ marriage prospects (as well as those of their young 
female relatives) and bring shame and dishonour to their family. Stakeholders explained:

In our societ  if the wo en survivor co es for the co plaint at a oung age  there is a case 
of prestige  The fa il  does not support this spea ing out  If she is victi i ed  she cannot get 

arried  so the  want to eep it secret  It a  destro  her future life  The  will tag her she was a 
survivor  The  want to eep it ver  secret  The  won’t share with the authorities ecause of the fear 
of their daughter’s life  The parents do not want to go to court  er whole fa il  will e  affected  

er sister also won’t get arried  The  are not getting ustice  the oung wo en  

In this context, female survivors of sexual violence are held responsible for their own victimisation 
and abuse; creating a culture where sexual violence committed against women and girls is tolerated, 
mitigated, and (even) justified:

ue to patriarchal societ  the wo en who  are eing raped or violated  the  la e the  for the 
an’s  deed  The co unit  la e the  even their fa il  la e’s the  ven though the  are 

victi s  the  are punished as if the  are cri inals   

These findings highlight the relationship between discriminatory social and cultural attitudes concerning 
female sexuality and perpetration of sexual and gender based violence against young women and girls. 
Although legal definitions of rape within Nepal are sufficiently broad to criminalise all forms of non-
consensual sex, significant barriers to implementation of protective legal rules remain; as one key expert 
contended: there have een so an  laws fro  govern ent  Yet  people don’t disclose the pro le  due 
to stig a and discri ination  The  want to close that issue   

9.3.3 Rape of young men and boys
The law in Nepal addresses rape in the ulu i in  Previous to 2015, Chapter 14 of the Code defined 
rape in such way that excluded men from being victims; it was defined as sexual intercourse with a 
wo an without her consent or enters into sexual intercourse with a girl elow the age of sixteen ears 
with or without her consent shall e dee ed to e an offence of rape’   However, legal experts in Nepal 
provided information on the Gender Equality Act 2015, which amended the ulu i in to include vaginal 
and anal penetration by an object as well as a penis. Previously, the statute of limitations for rape was 
thirty-five days from the cause of action;160  however, according to legal experts, the 2015 law amended 
and extended this to six months.161  
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Trans victims/survivors of SGBV are often met with disbelief when reporting abuse, which may be 
facilitated by a lack of clarity on the newly-extended definition of rape in the ulu i in amongst police. 
The culture of impunity for all victims/survivors of SGBV is compounded for trans individuals due to the 
stigma they face as a result of their gender identity and because much of the abuse takes place in the 
context of sex work. 

o transgender sex wor ers experience sexual violence

Yes  there are  You now once a friend was ta en  an ar  an  raped and left in the ungle  
o eti es the  eat e ecause the  don’t want to give e one  I’ve heard of rape  a duction 

and urder even  

Universally, respondents in this research spoke about the mishandling of sexual offense cases by the 
police. It was apparent that there is a deep mistrust of the police by victims/survivors of SGBV. Survivors 
spoke of being laughed at and taunted by police officers as well as being discouraged from reporting 
violence. 

hat a out sexual violence affecting the L T co unit  

Yes  there are so an  cases of sexual violence  ale friends   police   

ould ou e a le to go to the police to tell the  if ou experienced sexual violence  

I have not een  ut  friend went there  No  the  don’t help  The  ust laugh at us  The  as  ou 
also have sexual violence ’   

In the survey, 6.5% of boys answered ‘yes’ to the question: has an one ever had sex with ou or co itted 
sexual acts with ou through force or against our will  and a further 6.5% noted that they ‘preferred not 
to say’, choosing this over the option of ‘no’ (87%). 

9.3.4 Impact of discrimination against survivors on access to SRH services
The stigmatization faced by SGBV victims/survivors, buttressed by the socio-legal norms discussed, act 
as barriers to SGBV services. At the same time, there are also supply-side barriers to the provision of 
these services. Less than a third, 29.55%, of providers in the survey provided SGBV related services 
and counselling. Evidence from the qualitative research indicated a lack of awareness amongst service 
providers of how prevalent SGBV is in Nepal, with several sharing that they had rarely, if ever, come across 
a case in their career. 

o ou ever nd that our clients have een victi s of sexual violence  

No  I haven’t co e across oh eah  there was one  he was cutting grass for livestoc  and she 
had een raped  an un nown person  and she had nowhere to go  he ca e here and too  the 
services  he didn’t want to report it  so we couldn’t force her  he didn’t now the rule  

Further, there did not appear to be a coordinated or widespread effort to address SGBV within the private 
health sector, whilst public health providers indicated that services for SGBV victims/survivors are not 
integrated fully with SRH service provision. This is a missed opportunity for providing both preventive 
information and services for victims/survivors, particularly for young clients. 

o ou ever nd that our clients have een victi s of sexual violence  
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Yes  there was one wo an reporting her sexual a use  her hus and  who insisted on sex on her  
he didn’t want ecause she has prolapse and pain  the copper T was not soothing her  er hus and 

forced  inall  she used i plant  

o ou provide an  services for victi s of sexual violence here  

There is not a particular service  ut people co e co plaining of violence  e do counselling  
The hus ands are drun ards  The  don’t want to co e for counselling  It is uite dif cult to do 
counselling for the en and wo en  The  refer to a centre for wo en’s violence  

re services for victi s of  integrated into fa il  planning  

It co es under gender  it’s a separate unit   s all co ponent has een involved in the P 
co ponent  ut not full infor ation  

Those providers that spoke of handling cases of SGBV indicated that their specific clinics were not 
appropriate for handling them. Often, referrals had to be made to bigger hospitals for urgent medical 
cases or to women’s organisations providing legal services. 

o ou ever nd that our clients have een victi s of sexual violence  

Yes  there are so an  cases on sexual ph sical violence  The thing is  we are not a le to protect 
the  we don’t have provision  There is not a speci c organi ation for this t pe of violence  The  
have to go ac  to the fa il  so the  do not ta e an  action  o e police stations are providing 
services  ut other organisations have not co e to protect the  I have felt the need  

 ain role is to screen on  and sexual violence  If we nd sexual a use  we have to report  
e do screening  if we nd  we report to the authorities  e have to report to edical anager  e 

can refer to other services  too  I have not found an  cases in  experience  There is no o ligation 
on the edical anager to report the case  we ust refer to the wo en’s center  e will not do a 
police report  

4.7% of respondents in the survey reported having been subject to sexual violence, of these only one 
young person reported accessing rape counselling services.

9.4 People living with HIV

The National Polic  on I  and TIs   recognizes the rights of people living with HIV and, in a later 
section, calls for their meaningful involvement in plans and programs concerning HIV. People living with 
HIV in Nepal also enjoy constitutional protections against discrimination. Article 23 of the Constitution 
states that all citizens are equal before the law and that there shall be no discrimination in the application 
of general laws or by the State on the grounds of ‘health conditions’. Whilst HIV is not specified within 
the Constitution as a protected factor, it can logically be assumed to fall within the ‘health conditions’ 
category.

Apart from the positive protections in law, a new amendment to the ulu i in brought forth a provision 
(Chapter 14, Number 3B) that adds an additional year of prison time for people living with HIV who are 
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convicted of rape, if he knows that he is living with HIV. As of 2014, a version of the proposed new criminal 
law for Nepal contained a provision entitled ‘Prohibition of HIV transmission,’ which would criminalize 
those who are ‘aware of knowledge of one’s own positive HIV or Hepatitis B status, who purposefully 
or knowingly commit acts that would transmit Hepatitis B or HIV, give blood or coerce to give blood or 
come into sexual contact without precautionary measures in place, or cause entry of blood, semen, saliva, 
or other bodily fluids into the body of another.’ It is unclear whether the provision persists in the most 
recent draft of the proposed law.

Evidence from the qualitative research indicates that discrimination may be rife in practices, having an STI 
and especially HIV, is often associated with deviant and ‘promiscuous’ sexual behaviour, being sexually 
active before or outside of marriage, engaging in sex work, and/ or being gay or transgendered:

ealth wor ers  discri inated against the I  infected  the  do so e discri ination  The  wear 
two or three pair of gloves when the  do the lood drawing  That’s a ind of discri ination  

o e L T people co plained to e that doctors and wor ers don’t ehave properl  and don’t 
now how to treat L T especiall  those who have I   

9.5 Young people who sell sex

Similar to several of its neighbours, Nepalese law does not criminalize adult sex work if it is conducted 
privately, by single workers and voluntarily. However, soliciting for sex, operating brothels and pimping 
or profiting from others who engage in sex work are illegal.173 The u an Traf c ing and Transportation 

ontrol  ct  Section 15 penalizes ‘engaging in prostitution’ with imprisonment of up to three months 
and a fine of up to 5,000 rupees.174 Offenders convicted of ‘engaging in prostitution’ are considered to 
have committed an act of human trafficking as per the Act.175 The Act gives extensive powers to the 
police. It entitles police personnel to ‘to enter premises, seize any property and gather evidence or arrest 
a person without warrant on the suspicion that an offence of human trafficking or transportation is being 
committed.’176  

It is unclear by reading the wording of the Act whether ‘engaging in prostitution’ is intended to criminalize 
the seller, the buyer or both; however, lawyers from the Forum for Women, Law and Development in 
Nepal confirmed in a recent report commissioned by UN agencies in the Asia-Pacific region that the 
wording is meant to refer to those who buy sex - i.e. the clients.177 

Although the act of selling sex in private is not illegal, sex workers may be prosecuted pursuant to other 
offenses, particularly those falling under the Pu lic ffences and Penalties ct  for public order 
offenses such as ‘participating in indecent and vulgar activities.’ 
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 ocus group discussion  oung wo en who sell sex  peri ur an  avre   Nove er 

 Interview  trans wo en who sell sex  ur an  ath andu   Nove er 
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The findings from the study indicate that mistreatment and violence, including sexual violence, perpetrated 
by police officers is a common experience for young sex workers, including for both female and trans 
sex workers, and that restrictive laws relating to the sale of sex may be an influencing factor serving 
to influence and ‘legitimise’ such treatment. One young sex worker described her experience with the 
police, when she went to report abuse at the hands of a client: 

The  did so e ver al harass ent there  or an hour  the  ept e in the police station and ept 
shouting  The  said  at our age  wh  are ou involved in this o ’ nd  wh  can’t ou earn one  
another wa ’  e felt so ad  e were so scared  The  told us we were rea ing the law  ou are 
ruining our nation  our countr  You were caught red handed’  the  said  The  told us it is illegal 
and the  would i prison us for a long ti e  

Legal restrictions on sex work, leave young people who sell sex vulnerable to violence and abuse by clients, 
and prevent them from seeking access to justice and redress. As a young trans sex worker explained:

You now once a friend of ine  was ta en  an ar  an  raped and left in the ungle  o eti es 
clients  eat e ecause the  don’t want to give e one  I’ve heard of rape  a duction and 

urder even  The  police don’t help  The  ust laugh at us  The  as  ou sex wor ers  also face 
sexual violence ’  

Until recently, such attitudes were condoned by provisions in Nepalese law which established lighter 
penalties for rape, if the victim was a sex worker; however, in 2002, this provision was ruled unconstitutional 
by the Supreme Court in apana P alla for L  v  Nepal  The Court additionally stated that 
‘prostitution is a profession or occupation irrespective of whether or not it is legal.’180  
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Law and policy concerning young people’s access to sexual and reproductive health in Nepal is relatively 
permissive. The law contains a number of protections and provisions, promoting adolescents independent 
access to contraceptives and other services without parental consent, recognising the rights of sexual 
and gender minorities, permitting legal access to abortion (in limited circumstances), and protecting the 
rights of gender and sexual minorities. Nevertheless, the research findings indicate that young people 
in Nepal continue to face significant restrictions on access to sexual and reproductive health services in 
practice. Whilst there is need for additional reform of legal provisions to address a number of restrictions 
that still remain, there is also need for significant investment in education and sensitisation of services 
providers, as well as young people, on the content and provisions in law protecting young people’s 
rights to access services. The research findings strongly indicate, that service providers and young people 
perceive the law to be currently considerably more restrictive than it is, and that these perceptions of 
legal rules, continue to intersect with social, cultural and economic factors, to create significant barriers 
to access to services in practices. 

10.1 Recommendations

Age of sexual consent
 y The laws on the age of sexual consent should treat all individuals equally, regardless of their gender, 

sexual orientation, or religion. The law should make clear that the age of sexual consent is the same 
for boys, girls, and ‘third sex’ individuals, as well as for same-sex sexual relations, including between 
two boys, and two girls. 

 y The law should take into account the fact that some young people commence sexual activity during 
their early adolescence, and should issue guidance on when prosecution under statutory rape laws 
should be considered in the ‘public interest’, including recommendations not to prosecute in cases 
where young people are close in age, and the activity appears to be ‘factually consensual’. 

 y National laws should establish clear differences between the age of sexual consent, the age of 
marriage, and the age of consent to medical treatment, including consent to access SRH services. 
Official guidance should be developed for health service providers to clarify the implications of these 
provisions and how they should be interpreted together.

Age of marriage
 y It is recommended that the government take forward plans to legalise same sex marriage at the 

earliest opportunity.

Access to comprehensive sexuality education
 y Whilst the law in Nepal is broadly facilitative with regard to sexuality education, there is need to scale 

up efforts to guarantee the implementation of progressive legal provisions;

 y The government should focus on promoting teacher training concerning CSE, to tackle conservative 
and resistant attitudes towards CSE in the teacher-body;

 y Efforts to role of CSE teacher-training programs should focus on the poorer and relatively more 
deprived parts of the country;

 y CSE should focus on skills in decision-making, communication, and respect for others, with a strong 
gender component, which avoids propagating dominant stereotypes about sex and gender, and go 
beyond a narrow focus on biological and reproductive aspects. This curriculum should also clearly 
explain the sexual and reproductive health services that are available for young people and the 
content and implications of relevant provisions in law.

10. Conclusions and recommendations
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Access to contraception and STI testing and treatment
 y The study revealed the need for a significant education and sensitisation effort to make the 

population aware of legal provisions which guaranteed adolescents access to SRH services, including 
contraception. 

 y The law regulation access to STI testing and treatment should include a positive provision stating that 
young people should never be denied access to STI testing and treatment based on their age or lack 
of consent from a parent, guardian or spouse.

Access to abortion
 y The law in Nepal in relation to abortion is relatively permissive in comparison to other states in the 

region, nevertheless significant legal restrictions on access to abortion remain, and most women and 
girls in Nepal continue to rely on unsafe and unregulated methods of abortion. 

 y Abortion services on request should be made free, safe, accessible and confidential for all women 
and girls. 

 y In addition provisions prohibiting discrimination against pregnant women in school, in the workplace 
and in access to services, should be developed. 

 y All policy interventions aimed at reducing rates of teenage pregnancy must be framed with respect 
for a young women’s choice and autonomy (including her choice to become pregnant), need for 
services, and absolute right to live in freedom from discrimination. This is essential to avoid reinforcing 
harmful cultural narratives that expose young pregnant girls to stigmatization and discrimination, in 
ways that have a significant impact on SRH and access to services.

The sale of sex
 y All laws criminalising or penalising the buying and selling of sex should be removed. These laws 

contribute to an environment where abuse and discrimination against sex workers is perceived as 
legitimate and officially sanctioned, which in turn has a restrictive impact on the service-seeking 
behaviour of sex workers.
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